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Abstract 
For many retailers, manufacturers, and wholesalers, inventory is their single largest 
investments of corporate assets. Problems such as stock-outs and bullwhip effect due to 
sales fluctuation and poor visibility are normal for manufactures. Unnecessary activities, 
in the purchasing process internally and externally, such as double order handling, cost 
both money and time.  
 
It is widely known that firms no longer can compete effectively in isolation of their 
suppliers and other entities. The future success of many businesses depends on co-
operation and the co-ordination of efforts; making Supply Chain Management 
important. JIT and VMI are two of the philosophies that have been used to update 
supply chain relationships and management. By recognising your own supply 
weaknesses, the need for a supply strategy and a purchasing portfolio which classify 
suppliers emerges. 
 
There is an interest in examining what possible benefits and drawbacks, JIT and VMI 
collaboration can bring and how they differ from each other. In order to have a 
successful collaboration and implementation, it is important to know what basis to 
choose suppliers on and understand what needs to be in place, internally and externally, 
before starting either a JIT or VMI relationship with different suppliers. 
 
An inductive method was used in order to transform the literature review into a case 
study research. Explanatory and exploratory strategy was combined as well as 
qualitative and quantitative data collection such as oral interviews and written 
questionnaires. The case study was carried out at an accessory purchasing department at 
a large production company referred to as the “Focal company” in this thesis. Also, 
participating in the study were selected suppliers of the Focal company. 
 
The literature review and the case study data was analysed which led to the results that: 
 

• JIT and VMI can shorten lead time, improve quality and relationships if used 
properly, otherwise it can lead to increased inventory levels. 

• Key factors for enabeling JIT and VMI are common goals, management 
commitment, accurate information and suitable software systems. 

• Suitable suppliers for JIT and VMI are companies that have equal dependency 
and/or have interdependency and are willing and able to contribute to the 
competitive advantage of the buying firm. 

• Supplier selection criteria are price, quality, delivery, flexibility, reliability 
organizational culture, structure and strategy. 

• Implementation of JIT is not an option today at the Focal company. 
• With a few IT-system updates, a little bit of education and training the Focal 

company and most of the suppliers in this study are ready for VMI.  
• Because of the good balance of power and dependence in the relationships 

between the Focal company and their suppliers there is a good chance of a 
successful outcome.  

• The Focal company’s rating criteria are well correlating with the literatures 
findings, which further support that they are ready to select suppliers for 
integrated relationships. 
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1 Introduction 
The first chapter gives a brief presentation of the background of the study. It will give a 
clear picture of the problem discussed and the purpose of the thesis. Furthermore, 
delimitations and disposition will be explained. Lastly, the stakeholders will be 
outlined. 
 

1.1 Background 
For many retailers, manufacturers, and wholesalers, inventory is their single largest 
investments of corporate assets (Disney & Towill, 2003). Infrequent large orders from 
consuming organizations force manufacturers to maintain surplus capacity or excessive 
finished goods inventory, which are very expensive solutions, to ensure responsive 
customer service. Problems such as stock-outs and bullwhip effect due to sales 
fluctuation and poor visibility are normal for manufactures. This result in,  not only the 
"cost" of a lost sale, but also the loss of goodwill (Waller, Johnson, & Davis, 1999). 
Solving problems in this area is therefore of the highest interest. 
 
Unnecessary activities, in the purchasing process internally and externally, such as 
double order handling, cost both money and time. Furthermore, human mistakes 
multiply with the number of people who has to process and handle the order. These 
unnecessary activities are often referred to as waste (Gonzalez-Benito, 2002). In the 
1970s and 80s Toyota and the automotive industry in Japan started to focus on 
eliminating waste and reducing inventories (Lee & Wellan, 1993) and providing parts 
just in time to go into the next higher level assembly (Schonberger & Gilbert, 1983), as 
a way of gaining a competitive advantage. Popularizing the Japanese concept of 
Kanban1 and waste reduction has evolved into the generic name of Just-In-Time.  
 
During 1990s businesses found that competitive advantage could be gained by inter 
firm cooperation. Developments in the supplier and customer networks enabled 
marketers to take a more holistic view of business. They began to view their 
relationships in a different light. The concept of Supply Chain Management (SCM) 
offered an opportunity to capture the synergy of intra and inter company integration 
which resulted in lower inventories and pleased customer because of timely service 
(Lambert, Cooper & Pagh, 1998).  
 
Today, it is widely known that firms no longer can compete effectively in isolation of 
their suppliers and other entities. The future success of many businesses depends on co-
operation and the co-ordination of efforts (Lee & Wellan, 1993). Therefore, focus is put 
on supply chain management as a means for achieving long-term competitive advantage 
(Goffin, Szwejczewski, & New, 1997).  Whenever a manufacturer must obtain a volume 
of critical items competitively under complex conditions, supply management is 
relevant. The greater the uncertainty of supplier relationships, technological 
developments, and/or physical availability of those items, the more important supply 
management become (Kraljic, 1983).  
 

                                                      

1 Kanban (card) system (when referred to in JIT) is a Japanese system of proving parts just in time to go into 
the next higher level assembly (Schonberger & Gilbert, 1983).  

http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=14&did=40453261&SrchMode=3&sid=2&Fmt=4&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&CSD=34555&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1165491813&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=14&did=40453261&SrchMode=3&sid=2&Fmt=4&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&CSD=8744&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1165491813&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=14&did=40453261&CSP=341992%2C27748%2C594613&SrchMode=3&sid=2&Fmt=4&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1165491813&clientId=17918
http://www.emeraldinsight.com.bibl.proxy.hj.se/Insight/ViewContentServlet?Filename=Published/EmeraldFullTextArticle/Articles/3000160103.html#b21#b21
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The lack of demand visibility has been identified as an important challenge for supply 
chain management (Småros, Lehtonen, Appelqvist, & Holmström, 2003). According to 
Benson (1986), total visibility of equipment, people, material and processes can be 
reached by the process-oriented Just-In-Time (JIT) concept. JIT is thought by managers 
to be an important key to improving operations planning (Lee & Wellan, 1993) and to 
elimination of waste in all areas of the manufacturing firm (Hall, 1983). 
 
JIT is used as part of the manufacturing processes (Hall, 1983) but also as part of the 
purchasing process (Lee & Wellan, 1993). The strategy can be adapted to the area 
where companies want to improve because in a narrow sense Just-In-Time means 
“having only the necessary part at the necessary place at the necessary time” (Hall, 
1983, p, 2). Gonzalez-Benito, (2002) say that Just-In-Time practices not only affects 
logistics, but also many other aspects related to supply relationships, such as selection 
procedures, design specifications, or length of contracts.  
 
SCM and JIT are not the only ways to deal with inventory problems. Bearing in mind 
that inventory is the largest assets and combining it with the high focus on reducing 
waste and streamlining inventories, some companies have moved the responsibility of 
managing their stock backward in the chain to the vendor or supplier (Disney & Towill, 
2003). This replenishment strategy is called Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) and is 
an individual process, and just a fraction of the activities within the whole supply chain. 
Here the relationship between the suppliers and the manufacturer or reseller is in focus. 
VMI is an offshoot of developments in JIT and Activity Based Costings (Benedict & 
Margeridis, 1999). 
 
Wall-Mart was the first company to successfully enforce a replenishment strategy 
(Pohlen & Goldsby, 2003). VMI was rapidly hyped as a panacea for modern supply 
chain management and manufacturers saw it as a way of regaining control of their 
supply chain (Blatherwick, 1998). Because of the success of retailers such as Wal-Mart, 
VMI has become more popular (Disney & Towill, 2003) and sparked a whole 
generation of CFOs who clearly saw the benefits of replenishment systems and 
collaboration between companies and integrated supply chains (Pohlen & Goldsby, 
2003). 
 
VMI is discussed because of the prospect of enormous potential savings and growth 
through minimization of the bullwhip effect (Disney & Towill, 2003), and less frequent 
stock-out situations (Cetinkaya & Lee, 2000). When comparing traditional “serially-
linked” supply chain and VMI, Disney & Towill (2003), say that VMI is significantly 
better at responding to rogue changes in demand due to the promotion effect or to price 
induced variations.   
 
One factor in success in Supply Chain Management is discussed by Waller et al. (1999) 
to be derived from understanding and managing the relationship between inventory cost 
and customer service level. They claim that the most attractive projects yield 
improvements along both dimensions and this can be the case with VMI. 
 
One important aspect of Supply Chain Management is supplier management (Goffin et 
al., 1997).  Traditionally vendors/suppliers have been selected on their skill and ability 
to meet the quality requirements, delivery schedule and the price offered. However, in 
modern management, companies need to consider many other factors with the aim of 
developing a long-term vendor relationship (Mandal & Deshmukh, 1994). When 

http://www.emeraldinsight.com.bibl.proxy.hj.se/Insight/ViewContentServlet?Filename=Published/EmeraldFullTextArticle/Articles/3000160103.html#b21#b21
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=14&did=40453261&SrchMode=3&sid=2&Fmt=4&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&CSD=34555&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1165491813&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918
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selecting suppliers, vendor rating might be used, this has strategic implications for 
managing a supply chain (Muralidharan, Anantharaman, & Deshmukh, 2001).  
 
Depending on the kind of materials/products being bought there are different ways of 
how to handle the relationship between buyer and supplier. As Kraljic (1983) say, by 
recognising your own supply weaknesses the need for a supply strategy can be 
explored. He therefore developed a purchasing portfolio in order to help purchasers, 
purchasing departments and companies to classify their need for a purchasing strategy 
and to see the importance of supply management. Because, “the greater the uncertainty 
of supplier relationships, technological developments, and/or physical availability of 
those items, the more important supply management becomes” (Kraljic, 1983, p. 110). 
 
The ability to respond to customer needs on time has always been important. However, 
the pressure that exists today to accelerate further and respond faster to market has 
perhaps never been so high. According to Fernie (2004): “Time-based competition has 
become the norm in many markets” (p, 82).  Therefore, it is interesting for companies to 
see whether a JIT strategy or a VMI system could have positive effects on their 
business. To do so, the authors believes, that companies need a clear understanding of 
not only JIT and VMI, but also of supplier classification and a deeper understanding of 
supplier selection processes. This has led to the research objectives of this study and the 
collaboration with the Focal company. 

1.2 Company Background 
The company we have chosen to write this master project about is a large, old, well 
renowned production company with annual sales of 29 billion SEK (2005). It is divided 
among 64% sales of consumer products and 36% sales of professional products. The 
company has divisions in almost all countries in Europe, but also in United States, 
Canada, Australia, New Zeeland and Asia. Altogether, they are present in more than 
100 countries. The company has a wide range of products in many different areas; this 
has resulted into different departments and units such as production, spare-parts, 
accessories. This thesis is about the accessory department unit, which specialises in 
accessories to outdoor activities within forest and garden. The accessory department 
does not have any internally produced products. The unit merely buys and sells products 
and can be considered a wholesaler within the company. The accessory department will 
be called the Focal company in the thesis. 
 
The Focal company have some suppliers of their own and some are shared with the 
production units. Contracts with the suppliers are done individually by the departments 
themselves. However, in some cases these two units will negotiate for big contracts with 
suppliers in order to get lower prices.  The accessory department place their own orders 
and the goods are delivered separated from any order placed by the production unit. It is 
therefore possible to make a separate study of the relationship between the accessory 
department and its suppliers. It is not the price of a product that is of interest in this 
study, but rather the possible effects of a JIT or VMI collaboration emerging from an 
effective supplier relationship. 
 
Today the accessory department place orders directly to the suppliers and they either 
deliver to the central warehouse (CW) of the company placed in Sweden, to distribution 
centres (DC) in Europe or straight to a daughter division (the customer of the accessory 
department). Separate shipments are also made from the central warehouse to the 
distribution centres in the UK or in France. The daughter divisions in turn distribute the 



 

goods to different wholesalers and stores who in turn sell the goods to the end 
customers. For this thesis it is the central warehouse and distribution centres that are 
considered for a possible JIT and VMI solution with different suppliers.  
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Figure 1 Supply Chain Chart of order booking information flow and physical flow of goods. 

 
Most of the selected suppliers in this study produce-to-order. A few of them have a little 
safety inventory. The selected suppliers differ from each-other regarding annual 
turnover, from SEK 13 million up to SEK 5,3 billion. The Accessory department had an 
annual turnover 2005 for SEK 1,4 billion. They range from small family businesses to 
large international production companies and have all been suppliers for more than a 
couple of years. 

1.3 Problem and purpose 
Due to possible savings by reduction of inventory levels, push backs of bottlenecks, 
elimination of stock-outs and waste reduction that can arise from JIT and VMI, 
combined with pressure from top management to lower costs, the Focal company have 
decided to go into deeper supply chain collaborations with suitable existing suppliers. 
Therefore, there is an interest in examining what possible benefits and drawbacks, JIT 
and VMI collaboration can bring and how they differ from each other. In order to have a 
successful collaboration and implementation, it is important to know what basis to 
choose suppliers on and understand what needs to be in place, internally and externally, 
before starting either a JIT or VMI relationship with different suppliers.  
 
To solve the problem stated above, four research questions have been defined: 
 

1. What are the benefits and drawbacks of JIT and VMI? 
2. What are the key factors in enabling JIT and VMI and why? 
3. What type of suppliers do companies select for deep collaborations such as JIT 

and VMI and why? 

Supplier’s 
supplier 

Suppliers Accessory 
department 

Daughter 
divisions 

Wholesaler End   
customer 

CW

DC

DC

Field of investigation 

Order booking information flow

Physical flow of goods 
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4. What criteria do companies use to select suppliers to develop JIT and/or VMI 
with? 

 
The authors’ purpose is to clearly explain, examine and distinguish between the 
concepts of JIT, VMI and Supplier selection and to see how and if these findings are 
applicable to the Focal company and their selected suppliers. The purpose is fulfilled by 
answering the four questions in the literature review and answering a set of, equally 
important, case study research questions (see 3.1.4) that have emerged from the 
literature review findings.  

1.4 Delimitations 
In the Focal company, the production unit orders directly from the same suppliers as the 
accessory purchasing department, however, this relationship will not be discussed since 
order process and transportation channels are not combined. Furthermore, there will not 
be made any connection to the second tier suppliers nor from the end customer, as there 
are too many to make a thorough investigation within the time limit. 
 
Implementation, contract writing and changes in organizations are important issues 
when thinking about implementing JIT/VMI and other strategic changes. According to 
Kraiselburd, Narayanan, and Raman, (2004) contract writing is important because cost 
will rise when contracts are incomplete and when specifications of reliability are 
incomplete. As this is a small study focusing on the first steps in the collaboration 
process, full implementation, contract writing and changes in organizations will be 
shortly identified and looked upon. However, any deep investigations will be left for 
further readings / research recommendations. 
 
By the term “strategy”, La Londe and Masters (1994) refer to a general concept of 
operations, which guides all activities towards an ultimate goal. They claim that many 
writers have defined the term in many different ways, but some general characteristics 
of a strategy that are widely accepted are that strategy is global in scope rather than 
local and strategy is long-term in perspective rather than short-term. Furthermore, they 
claim that a logistics strategy might take several years to implement fully and might 
guide the operation of the entire firm for a decade or more. JIT and VMI are strategies 
and will be compared as such, however, there will not be put any other focus on 
corporate strategy. 
 
A pre-survey was done in order to get a better picture of the willingness to participate in 
the more extended case study and clarification of the systems used today. The result of 
the pre-survey will not be further discussed, it will merely be concluded that there was a 
100% willingness to participate in the larger study; at that time. 
 

1.5 Disposition 
 

Chapter 1  In this first chapter there will be a brief presentation of the background of 
the study. It will give a clear picture of the problem discussed and the 
purpose of the essay. Furthermore, delimitations and disposition will be 
explained. Lastly, the stakeholders will be outlined. 
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Chapter 2 In this chapter, the research methodology will be explained. Furthermore 
the way data is collected as well the selection of the respondents will be 
explained. The chapter finishes with method criticism.  

 
Chapter 3 In this chapter, there will be put focus on existing literature on the subject 

of study. This will help put the case study in a context. Supply Chain 
Management will be described as well as the benefits, drawbacks and 
enabling factors for JIT and VMI. Furthermore, supplier and buyer 
selection, power and rating criteria will be investigated and explained. 

Chapter 4 In this chapter, the findings from the literature review and the case study 
will be described.  The findings will then be discussed and compared. 

 
Chapter 5 In this final chapter, conclusions will be made and suggestions for further 

research will be made.  
 

1.6 Stakeholder 
This thesis is interesting for the project initiatior and advisors at the Focal company as 
well as their selected suppliers. It is, furthermore, interesting for companies and other 
students who are interested in supply chain integrations such as Just-In-Time and 
Vendor Managed Inventories. In addition, it is of interest for those who are curious 
about how to put suppliers into different categories seen from a power perspective, and 
how to rate the different suppliers once they have been categorised. 
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2 Research Methodology 
The term research methodology is divided into different words. Research is a problem 
solving concept where you scientifically and methodically investigate with the purpose 
to obtain information in order to solve problems (Ahmadi & Simmering, 2006). Blaxter, 
Hughes and Tight (2001), say that the term method refers to the data collection tools 
(e.g. questionnaires and interviews) while methodology refers to the approach 
supporting the research and has a more philosophical meaning than method does. 
Brewerton (2001, p. 196), refers to methodology as “a system of methods used in the 
study of a particular phenomenon”. According to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2003), 
“the term methodology refers to the theory of how research should be undertaken” (p.2). 
Below the theories used in this thesis will be explained. 

2.1 Case Study  
According to Saunders et al. (2003) as well as Yin (2003), different research strategies 
to consider are:  
 

• Experiment - which defines a theoretical hypothesis by selection samples of 
individuals from a known population and allocation samples to different 
experimental conditions.  

• Survey - a strategy associated with the deductive approach. In a survey there is a 
collection of a large amount of data from sizable population in a highly 
economical way. 

• Grounded theory - the formation of an initial theoretical framework. Theory is 
developed from data generated by a series of observations, which lead to 
predictions that are tested further. 

• Case study - focus on a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life 
context, such as organizations.  A case study is of particular interest if one wish 
to gain a larger understanding of the context of the research as well as the 
processes being ratified. The method is recommended when the questions asked 
are “how” and “why” (Yin, 2003; Marschan-Piekkari & Welch, 2004) as well as 
“what” (Yin, 2003; Saunders et al., 2003). According to Marschan-Piekkari and 
Welch (2004) a single-case design can be used as an exploratory study that 
serves as a first step to a later, more comprehensive study.  

 
The study in this thesis is conducted in a real-life organization and answers questions 
such as: “how”, ”why” and “what”. This study is used to gain a rich understanding of 
the field investigated as well as it processes. Therefore, this study can be called a case 
study. 
 

2.2 Explanatory vs. exploratory 
 
The problem stated by the authors is best solved by combining an explanatory and 
exploratory strategy, because the two parts of the study, the literature review and the 
case, answers different types of questions. Reflection on each mode of research is called 
for to discover what norms, rules, and values pertain to each (Mille, 1998). 
 
Explanatory research answers the question ‘for what reasons’ and seeks constant 
concomitance among phenomena, and tries to reconstruct chains of cause and effect 
(Thietart, 2001). “How” and “why” questions are explanatory (Yin, 2003). In this thesis 
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the questions “how” and “why” is asked in the literature review; making it explanatory. 
On the other hand, “what” questions may be used in exploratory studies (Yin, 2003). 
Exploratory research is warranted when an interesting issue has not been subject to prior 
theory or empirical research (Schwab, 2004). Empirical procedures and outcomes 
inevitably play a more influential role when research is not motivated by theory, such 
studies are often exploratory. Since the Focal company does not know how to enable 
integrated relationships or how to choose suppliers, and have not done any research in 
this area. This case was not motivated by theory (or lack of it), it was motivated by the 
Focal companies interest in exploring new fields and “what” questions were used; 
making this part of the study exploratory.  
 

2.3 Data Collection 

2.3.1 Qualitative vs. Quantitative and Deductive vs. Inductive 
There are two ways to approach a research problem; the qualitative way and the 
quantitative way, but researchers are likely to have examples of both types of data and 
they tend to shade into each other as “qualitative data may be quantified, and quantified 
data qualified” (Blaxter, Hughes & Tight, 2001, p,199).  
 
Among these different kind of data we may recognize a basic distinction between the 
qualitative (i.e. words) and the quantitative (i.e. numbers). In a qualitative approach the 
structure is flexible and questions can be changes during an interview giving the 
researchers a wider perspective and new insight during the interview (Holme & 
Solvang, 1996). With the qualitative method, a higher level of understanding is gained 
through interviews, observations from field visits, case studies and various data 
collection (Kotzab, 2005). This approach enables investigators to research and collect 
material gradually and allows for the researcher to return to the source and collect more 
data if needed (Maxwell, 1996). On the other hand, the quantitative approach collects 
data in an objective and structured way with standardized interviews from which the 
result easily can be compared and generalized (Holme & Solvang, 1996). Data is mainly 
collected through questionnaires with given answer alternatives and the same questions 
are given to all respondents (Jacobsen, 2002).  
 
Jacobsen (2002), say that the two methods should not be seen as rivalry methodologies, 
but instead as two complimentary frameworks for ones study and with this in mind, it 
can be concluded that this study is a qualitative approach, with some few quantitative 
features. 
 
Saunders et al. (2003) explains that in the deductive method a clear position is 
developed prior to the collection of data. In the inductive method researchers first 
collect data and then develop a theory as a result of the study of the observations. 
According to Marschan-Piekkari & Welch (2004) researchers are allowed to use single-
case design for inductive approach. Deductive emphasizes on collecting quantitative 
data and inductive emphasize on collecting qualitative data. In order to fully understand 
JIT and VMI as well as how to select suppliers, the authors collected qualitative data in 
the literature review. In order to understand the Focal company and it’s selected 
suppliers views, both qualitative and quantitative data was collected. After the data was 
collected theories were developed to answer the research questions, therefore, this thesis 
uses an inductive theoretical single-case study approach.  
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2.3.2 Data Sampling 
The authors of this thesis strive to stay objective and not be affected by the Focal 
company or their suppliers. The researchers used several techniques to obtain data 
which according to Johns & Lee-Ross (1998) is a strength of the qualitative method. 
 
The data collected has come from field visits and interviews. At the first visit at the 
Focal company, questions were altered and added along the way in order to get a clear 
picture of the company background and the research problem. After the semi-structured 
interview, structured e-mail questionnaires were sent out to selected suppliers (see 
appendix 4 and 5). The second oral interview at the Focal company followed a set of 
prepared questions (see appendix 6). This case study was dominated by interviews. All 
respondents received identical questions; making generalizations and comparisons 
possible. This was done in order to investigate the opinions about some characteristics 
of SCM, their view about JIT, VMI and supplier relationships. The SCM part was based 
on Mentzer et al., (2001) findings about the most important activities constituting SCM 
and structured as statements to be ranked (as well as open questions to the Focal 
company). Common for the JIT, VMI and supplier relationship parts is that they were 
based on information found in the literature review. Open questions and rating questions 
were also used for these parts. 
 
The choice to have a self-completion method was made due to the fact that the authors 
had done a smaller pre-survey therefore the authors knew that the eleven suppliers were 
all interested in the research and expected them all to participate. Brace, 2004, says that 
it is easier to get honest answers from respondents about sensitive subjects when using a 
self-completion method such a questionnaire sent by e-mail. Another advantage with a 
self-completion questionnaire, he continues, is that the respondent can give lengthy and 
full answers to open questions.  An open question is a question where the respondent is 
expected to answer in his/her own words (Brace, 2004). In the questionnaire the authors 
used questions that were mostly open but also a few closed questions. A closed question 
is a question that only requires a simple answer like yes or no (Brace, 2004). 
 
Except from the open and closed questions the authors also used rating scales questions. 
The scale was rated from 1 to 7. For those who did not want to or could not answer, the 
respondent were provided with the possibility to answer “Don’t know” in an eighth box. 
The reason for why the authors chose to have a “Don’t know” alternative is because the 
authors rather wanted the respondent to state when they did not want or could not 
answer a question instead of rating a question with a mid-point answer. This is 
discussed to be a dilemma for questionnaire writers especially with self-completion 
interviews whether to have one or not (Brace, 2004). 
 
For the rating scale the authors chose to use was a semantic differential scale with a 7-
point bipolar scale. The number 1 stood for very important or fully agrees and 7 stood 
for not of significance or fully disagree. A semantic differentiating scale is used to 
measure a respondents evaluation of an objects attribute such as good-bad, strong-weak 
and active-passive (Schwab, 2004).  
 
It is important to make the questions as clear and unambiguous as possible and have 
clear words and phrases used, and not construct questions in a way the respondents do 
not understand. If that is the case there is a risk that the respondents will not respond 
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accurately (Brace, 2004). To avoid this dilemma the authors explained the phrases and 
expressions used within every new section in the questionnaire with a little background 
explanation and made sure that the questions were as simple and easy to understand as 
possible.  
 
With the Focal company the authors used oral interviews based on a pre-submitted 
questionnaire, instead of a self-completing questionnaire. The positive aspects with 
interviews are that they allow greater flexibility, it is easier to follow up the answers and 
go into more depth and make sure the respondents have understood the question correct 
(Schwab, 2004).  
 

2.4 Selection of respondents and response rate 
In the spear of this investigation, there is the company’s accessory department and a 
selection of their suppliers.  
 
Focal company respondents: Through interviews, purchasers within the accessory 
department and responsible team leader answered questions. The team leader was 
participating in all the meetings, while two purchasers and a product coordinator 
(former purchaser) attended when necessary. Internally in the company there was a high 
willingness to respond to questions and interviews. Everyone relevant for the project 
answered questions and were very enthusiastic about participating in the case study. 
 
Supplier respondents: Eleven suppliers of the accessory department were chosen to 
participate in this research. The reason these eleven companies had been chosen is 
because they already were using the Replenishment-system discussed in chapter 4.1.1.1. 
and there was an expectation of high willingness to participate. The three foreign 
suppliers and the eight national suppliers all answered the standard e-mail pre-survey 
that was send to them. One supplier answered the main study, by telephone, as he 
believed it to be less time consuming. One supplier answered shortly about their view, 
but not all the questions in the questionnaire. Furthermore, four suppliers declined to 
answer at all, due to lack of time. As a total, there were six suppliers that fully answered 
all questions asked to them.  

2.4.1 Analysis of data 
Data analysis consists of examining, categorizing, tabulating, testing or otherwise 
recombining both quantitative and qualitative evidence to address the initial preposition 
of the study. Analyzing case study evidence is especially difficult because the strategies 
and techniques have not been well defined. Regardless of the choice of technique for 
analysis, a persistent challenge is to attend to all the evidence, display and present the 
evidence separate from any interpretation, and show adequate concern for exploring 
alternative interpretations. (Yin, 2003) 
 
The authors have put focus of presenting the evidence separate from the interpretation. 
Hence, the different sections findings and discussion. The authors have tried to explore 
alternative interpretations and not to let them selves be bound to the Focal company’s 
interpretation. 
 
Virtually all research involves some numerical data that can be quantified and help 
answer the research question(s). Quantitative analysis techniques assist in this process. 
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One such technique is to find the middle value. This is done by ranking all the values in 
ascending order and finding the midpoint in the distribution. (Saunders et al, 2003) 
 
In this thesis the quantitative data was interpreted by using a semantic scale from 1 to 7 
creating a midpoint at 4. This middle point is used to compare to the statistical value 
(the average) of the answers of the statements made. Answers marked in the “don’t 
know” box was disregarded. The results are displayed in diagrams. 
 
When analysing qualitative data one can make commence on an exploratory project 
seeking to generate a direction for further work. By starting with theoretical framework, 
one can link the research into the existing body of knowledge in the subject area, and 
help researchers to get started and provide them with initial analytical framework. 
(Saunders et al, 2003) 
 
Miles and Huberman (1994) claim that the process of analysis consists of three sub 
processes:  

• Data reduction -  Summarizing and simplifying the data colleted and/or 
selectively focusing on some parts of this data; 

• Data display - Organizing and assembling the data into diagrammatic or visual 
displays for example matrices and networks; 

• Drawing and/or verifying conclusions - Comparisons of data display and draw 
meaning from it. 

 
The qualitative data analysis in this thesis has followed this order. Qualitative data was 
reduced by summarizing the answerers and displaying them in matrices. These matrices 
are made to understand the data and display the different views of the suppliers and the 
Focal company. This was done in order to draw and verify conclusions. This way of 
processing data analysis is supported by Saunders et al. (2003) to be a suitable way of 
analysing qualitative data when having an inductive strategy.  

2.5 Method criticism 

2.5.1 Validity 
After spending a great deal of time and effort designing a study, we want to make sure 
that the results of our study are valid. 
 
Kotzab (2006), declare that a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods will 
give a stronger validity in logistic and SCM research. Furthermore, Jacobsen (2000) say 
that a combination of the two can be a way to control and possible eliminate the flaws in 
the different approaches.  
 
Internal validity refers to the extent to which the results of a study are a function of the 
factor that the researcher intends. In other words, to what extent are the differences that 
have been found for the dependent variable directly related to the independent variable? 
A researcher must control for (i.e., rule out) all other possible factors that could 
potentially account for the results. (Mackey, 2005) 
 
External validity is concerned with generalization ability; to which degree the findings 
of the study are relevant not only to the research population, but also to the wider 
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population of readers. It measures the extent to which the test is an indication of what it 
intent to be (Mackey, 2005).  
 
The criteria which define a valid case-study are:  significance, completeness, 
consideration of alternative perspectives, sensitivity and respect (Brewerton, 2001). All 
these criteria have been taken into consideration while writing this thesis. This case 
study is significant because of its relevance in today’s business environment. There is a 
sense of understanding the whole case and therefore this thesis has completeness. By 
drawing on the work of other researchers there is a consideration of alternative 
perspectives. Since the authors have not revealed any names or answers that can be 
directly traced to a single person or company they have shown sensitivity and respect 
for participants. 
 
One can question the validity of the findings from the suppliers’ questionnaires as there 
were only six out of eleven suppliers who answered in full. 

2.5.2 Reliability 
Brace (2004), say that it is hard to get complete accuracy in the answers from 
respondents concerning their behaviour and their attitudes. This can be due to the 
questions and the questionnaire itself or the respondents trying to influence the outcome 
or the respondents being under time pressure for example (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005).  
 
The authors have tried to minimize the risk of non-accuracy as much as possible by 
promising the suppliers complete confidentiality, their name would not be mentioned in 
the thesis and no information about who has said what would be passed on to any 
stakeholder, only the authors have access to this information.   
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3 Literature Review  
“The literature review is essential as a means of ‘thought organization’ and a record of 
evidence/ material gathered” (Brewerton, 2001, p 36). In this chapter, there will be put 
focus on existing literature on the subject of study. This will help put the case study in a 
context and answer the main questions stated in 1.3 Problem and purpose. Supply Chain 
Management will be described as well as the benefits, drawbacks and enabling factors 
for JIT and VMI. Furthermore, supplier and buyer selection, power and rating criteria 
will be investigated and explained. 

3.1 Introduction to Supply Chain Management 
Supply Chain Management is a well used expression and term today (Tan, 2001). That 
SCM is a popular concept is shown by the numerous academic articles, conferences and 
University courses covering the area (Burgess et al., 2006). The popularity can be 
expressed by drivers such as global sourcing and time and quality-based competition 
(Mentzer, DeWitt, Keebler, Soonhong, Nix, Smith, & Zacharia, 2001). Global sourcing 
has put more pressure on the supply chains of today and the need for coordination of 
flow of information and material has increased. Customers are constantly demanding 
faster on time deliveries without damages (Mentzer et al., 2001).  
 
Several articles address the problem of the lack of a consensus between definition of 
Supply Chain Management (Tan, 2001; Burgess et al., 2001; Gibson et al., 2005; 
Skjoett-Larsen, 1999, Mentzer et al., 2001). The reason for this is argued by Burgess et 
al. (2001), and Gibson et al. (2005), being that the field of SCM is fairly “young” and 
still in the early stages of evolution. Tan (2001), discuss that during the 1980´s in order 
for organizations to offer low costs together with high quality manufacturers started to 
utilize for example Just-In-Time (JIT) to improve the cycle time and this was the early 
stages of supply chain management. This idea is supported by Burgess (2005), who 
believe that the management philosophies linked to the development of SCM are JIT, 
Japanese management, total quality management and lean manufacturing. The term 
“supply chain management” seem to emerge from both the development of global 
competition that forced manufacturers to explore and form strategic relationships with 
their suppliers, but also from the logistic concept (or activities) that were developed to  
integrate supply chains (Tan, 2001). The term SCM first appeared in the beginning of 
the 1980´s in logistics journals (Skjoett-Larsen, 1999).  
 
In 1990´s the concept further developed as outsourcing of non-core competencies began 
to have influence on company strategies and supply chains (Smock, 2003). 
Furthermore, manufacturers began to buy from certified suppliers and collaborate with 
these for product development in order to share costs and improve the efficiency in the 
suplly chain (Tan, 2001). Tan (2001), goes on by saying that retailers also developed the 
SCM concept by collaborating with transportation partners implementing deliveries 
straight to the end customer and cross-docking. 
 
Important activities constituting Supply Chain Management are crucial for successful 
implementation. These are discussed by Mentzer et al, (2001) to be; integrated 
behaviour, mutually sharing information, mutually sharing risks and rewards, 
cooperation, the same goal and the same focus on serving customers and partners to 
build and maintain long-term relationships with. These factors will be further 
investigated in the case study in order to gather understand and compare the Focal 
company and their suppliers view on the different activities. 
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Today several definitions of supply chain management are accepted (See table 1) 
 
Tabell 1 Supply Chain Definitions and focus classification. 

Researchers Definitions of Supply Chain Management Raw material 
to end 
customer. 

Activity 
focus 

Smock (2003) “supply chain management refers to the process of how 
products are designed, sourced through an often-complex 
network, manufactured, and distributed from raw material to 
the end customer. The idea is to create as much cross-
functional teaming and coordination as possible to reduce 
costs, standardize, simplify, reduce inventories and maximize 
profits from assets.” p 1 

 

 

   x 

 

Tan (2001) “Firstly, supply chain management may be used as a handy 
synonym to describe the purchasing and supply activities of 
manufacturers. Secondly, it may be used to describe the 
transportation and logistics functions of the merchants and 
retailers. Finally, it may be used to describe all the value-
adding activities from the raw materials extractor to the end 
users, and including recycling.” p 8  

 

 

    x 

 

 

    x 

Larson & 
Rogers 
(1998) 

“supply chain management (SCM) is the coordination of 
activities, within and between vertically linked firms, for the 
purpose of serving end customers at a profit.” p 2  

 

   x 

 

     x 

Mentzer, 
DeWitt, 
Keebler, Min, 
Nix, Smith 
and Zacharia 
(2001) 

“as the systemic, strategic coordination of the traditional 
business functions and the tactics across these business 
functions within a particular company and across businesses 
within the supply chain, for the purposes of improving the 
long-term performance of the individual companies and the 
supply chain as a whole.” p 18  

  

     x 

Gibson, 
Mentzer and 
Cook ( 2005) 

“Supply Chain Management encompasses the planning and 
management of all activities involved in sourcing and 
procurement, conversion, and all Logistics Management 
activities. Importantly, it also includes coordination and 
collaboration with channel partners, which can be suppliers, 
intermediaries, third-party service providers, and customers. 
In essence, Supply Chain Management integrates supply and 
demand management within and across companies.” p 6 

 

 

     x 

 

 

     x 

 
An underlying thread of the accepted definitions are the integration of different 
processes throughout the supply chain with the goal of adding value from raw material 
to the customer (Kannan & Tan, 2005), (See Figure 2). 
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Material flow through the Supply chain network. 

Figure 2. Activities and flows included in different definitions of Supply Chain Management 

As firms shift from arm’s-length to closer buyer-supplier relationships, they are 
discovering the unique challenges associated with jointly coordinating value-adding 
activities in the supply chain. Closer strategic partnerships between firms often involve 
investments in assets that are customized. This increases the level of dependency 
between the parties and exposes them to greater risk of exploitation; create the need to 
protect investments. (Zaheer, McEvily & Perrone, 1998) 
 
When companies have put focus on improving or “re-engineer” their supply chain 
relationship, spotlight has be put on the supplier relationships (Goffin et al., 1997).  
Supply chain relationships take all the members of the chain into account, while 
supplier relationship focuses on the relationship between buyer and supplier. Questions 
such as: “what is important” and “what are we measuring” have lead to new ways of 
thinking and new goals. These new goal have forced new ways of collaborating in 
supply chains. JIT and VMI are two of the philosophies that have been used to update 
supply chain relationships and management. 

3.1.1 Just-In-Time 
JIT is viewed both as a philosophy from which SCM derived and as an operational 
activity within SCM (Kannan & Tan, 2005; Tan, 2001). When JIT and SCM are viewed 
operational activities, Kannan & Tan (2005) say, that both JIT and SCM seek 
improvements in quality, the former by way of improvements in production processes, 
the latter by integrating development and production processes throughout the supply 
chain. 
 
There are several definitions of Just-In-Time, it can be defined as a systematic approach 
that minimizes inventory by having supplies arrive at production and distribution points 
only when needed. This definition was initially developed by Toyota (Lee & Wellan, 
1993). Definitions seem to vary with the background and interest of researchers and the 
time when the definition was written. Today, JIT is an activity-based philosophy that 
seen from operational management approach, is part of supply chain management, but 
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when it began in the late 1970s and through 1980s, it was viewed as a waste elimination 
and inventory reduction program (Gonzalez-Benito, 2002).  
 
The philosophy emphasizes excellence in eliminating waste through the reorganization 
of manufacturing processes (Hall, 1983). When a manufacturer uses the JIT strategy to 
purchase raw material or parts, the terminology is "a JIT purchasing system" (Lee & 
Wellan, 1993). When Just-In-Time is applied to a purchasing strategy it becomes about 
frequent releases and deliveries; allowing for the reduction of buffer inventories in the 
buying plant. This is due to the confidence in the supplier’s delivery commitment. 
(Schonberger & Gilbert, 1983) 
 
Gonzalez-Benito, (2002) do not agree that JIT purchasing should be explained as a 
simple set of practices but rather that it is understood to be a philosophy. He continues 
by saying that in a more general chain-based interpretation, this philosophy has also 
been named LEAN supply.  
 
Schonberger & Gilbert (1983), have developed a list of characteristics describing the 
JIT purchasing environment (See Appendix 1). The characteristics are interrelated and 
describe the areas where JIT purchasing has the biggest focus; supplier, quality, 
quantity and shipping.  
 

3.1.1.1 Where and when is JIT suitable? 

JIT has become a much touted and frequently adopted mode of production and 
inventory control. There have been numerous articles and books written about JIT. But 
in order to answer the question of who can use a Just-In-Time strategy we have to look 
at the different definitions and purposes it is used for. Researchers have distinguished 
between JIT manufacturing and JIT purchasing. According to Giunipero et al. (2005), 
JIT used in manufacturing and inventory management strive to:  
 

• Reach zero level of inventories or the elimination of excess inventories; 
• produce items at the rate required by the customer; 
• eliminate all unnecessary lead times;  
• reduce set up costs to achieve the smallest economical lot sizes;  
• producing in smaller lot sizes to reduce long cycle times; 
• optimize material flow from suppliers through production process;  
• ensure high quality and dependable JIT delivery and  
• implement a total quality control program and minimize safety stocks.  

 
Whereas, JIT, used in purchasing, put focus on the important role played by the 
suppliers who must be able to deliver frequent and small shipments just when required 
(Gonzalez-Benito, 2002). When describing JIT purchasing, Gonzalez-Benito (2002) say 
that some researchers focus on JIT purchasing as a delivery control system and develop 
quantitative models to compare it with traditional procedures and other researchers take 
a broader perspective and focus on identifying those practices characterizing JIT 
purchasing, which ultimately aim at transferring JIT production systems upwards into 
the supply chain. JIT purchasing is facilitated by buying from a small number of nearby 
suppliers (Schonberger & Gilbert, 1983).  
 
JIT purchasing implementation may not be feasible for all types of materials and parts. 
Since, commodities with a high supply risk and high profit contribution have the 
greatest potential for offering a competitive advantage, the majority of purchasing 

http://www.emeraldinsight.com.bibl.proxy.hj.se/Insight/ViewContentServlet?Filename=Published/EmeraldFullTextArticle/Articles/3000160103.html#b21#b21
http://www.emeraldinsight.com.bibl.proxy.hj.se/Insight/ViewContentServlet?Filename=Published/EmeraldFullTextArticle/Articles/3000160103.html#b21#b21
http://www.emeraldinsight.com.bibl.proxy.hj.se/Insight/ViewContentServlet?Filename=Published/EmeraldFullTextArticle/Articles/3000160103.html#b21#b21
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efforts should focus on these types of commodities to devise a commodity strategy prior 
to developing supplier partnerships. (Kaynak, 2002)  
 
In the 1980’s a list of JIT purchasing activities where compiled. The list consist of 
supplier selection, supplier evaluation, lot sizes, delivery, receiving inspection, product 
specifications, negotiation & bidding, paperwork and packaging. (Billesbach, Harrison 
& Croom-Morgan, 1991).  
 

3.1.1.2 Advantages and disadvantages of JIT 

The advantages of the JIT philosophy are many. Giunipero et al. (2005) say that JIT has 
led to several benefits which include lower production cost, higher and faster 
throughputs, better product quality, reduced inventory costs, and shorter lead times in 
purchasing. According to an American study of U.S. Manufactures, companies can 
expect improved performance in lead times, quality levels, labour productivity, 
employee relations, inventory levels and manufacturing costs (White, Pearson, and 
Wilson, 1999).  
 
Peters and Austin (1995) say that a very high quality standard is required for all 
materials for JIT to function properly; this could be reached through better information. 
Allers and Lambert (1995) have reached the conclusion that the level of inventories 
affects the information available within the firm; Lower levels are assumed to increase 
the quality of information available about the production process. They claim that there 
are two reasons for this. Firstly, the smaller batch sizes produced in JIT systems allows 
for a faster detection of defects; making it easier to discover the cause of the defect and 
to accumulate information about the most frequent sources of problems. Secondly, 
lower levels of inventory increase the likelihood of having to stop the production line 
because of stock-out. 
 
Another positive effect of JIT relationships are closeness and higher degree of trust. Lee 
and Wellan (1993) say that the relationship between Xerox and their remaining 
suppliers, after implementing JIT, has become characterized by closer interactions and a 
greater degree of trust.  
 
Some researchers suggest that there are significant benefits for both the buyer and the 
supplier through participation in JIT procurement, although others claim that the 
suppliers are being forced to increase their stock holding. An investigation with 18 
Scottish-based JIT suppliers indicate that those suppliers which were able to change into 
JIT manufacturing themselves were, unless subject to substantial schedule instability, 
able to resist the transfer of inventory. While the suppliers that did not change 
manufacturing processes into JIT, experienced an increase in inventory. The same 
survey found that all the suppliers had experienced an increase in their administrative 
burden, as a result of JIT delivery (Waters-Fuller, 1996).  This is further supported by a 
studies conducted in the United States that indicate that although some successful 
experiences by American manufacturing firms have been reported, many domestic 
suppliers believe that the real purpose of JIT programmes is to shift the responsibility of 
carrying inventory to them without appropriate compensation. (Lee & Wellan, 1993)  
 
Although there are many advantages of Just-In-Time one still have to be aware of the 
drawbacks. According to Peters and Austin (1995), purchasing managers (customers) 
and sales personnel (suppliers) may find it difficult to adjust to the partnership 
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relationship and the new way of communicating. In the Just-In-Time automotive 
marketplace, shipping errors come with a penalty (Sanchez, 2005). 
 
Having discussed the strategic value of JIT purchasing one issue deserves further 
discussion. According to Kaynak (2002), when a commodity analysis favours JIT 
purchasing implementation, managers must integrate JIT purchasing requirements into 
their strategic planning if they are to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage. All 
decision on operations strategy such as facility location and process management, to 
name a couple, should support the implementation of JIT purchasing. Companies may 
want to provide incentives that encourage suppliers to relocate close by, for instance. 
Failure to coordinate JIT purchasing with other functions may result in delivery 
problems that could impede operations and production which, in turn, could retard 
improvements in firm performance and weaken organizational commitment to JIT 
purchasing. 
 

 Table 2 Advantages and disadvantages of JIT 
 Advantages 
Giunipero et al. (2005) Lower production cost. 

Higher and faster throughputs. 
Better product quality. 
Reduced inventory costs. 
Shorter lead times in purchasing. 

White et al. (1999)  Improved performance in:  
Lead times; 
Quality levels; 
Labour productivity; 
Employee relations; 
Inventory levels and 
Manufacturing costs. 

Allers and Lambert 
(1995) 

Increase the quality of information. 
Faster detection of defects. 

Lee and Wellan (1993) Closeness and higher degree of trust 
with suppliers. 

 Disadvantages 
Waters-Fuller (1996) Increase in inventory at suppliers. 

Increase in their administrative 
burden at suppliers. 

Lee and Wellan (1993) Shift of responsibility of carrying 
inventory to suppliers without 
appropriate compensation. 

Peters and Austin 
(1995) 

Personnal may find it difficult to 
adjust to the partnership relationship. 

Sanchez (2005). Penalty for late deliveries. 
Kaynak (2002) Failure to coordinate JIT purchasing 

with other functions may result in 
delivery problems. 
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3.1.1.3 What does it take to succeed with JIT 

Common knowledge of SCM will have to be synchronized with JIT strategies, in order 
to successfully implement JIT; companies must depend on the coordination of 
production schedules with supplier deliveries, and on high levels of service from 
suppliers, both in terms of product quality and delivery reliability. This requires the 
development of close relations with suppliers and the integration of production plans 
with those of suppliers (Kannan & Tan, 2005). 
 
An American study of the implementation of JIT showed that Just-In-Time may be 
more beneficial for lager manufactures than small (White et al., 1999). Furthermore, as 
suppliers become partners with the JIT firm, information is expected to be exchange on 
a continuous and open basis. Although there are many advantages of Just-In-Time one 
still have to be aware of the drawbacks. According to Peters and Austin (1995), those 
managers who have developed, functioned and progressed under a more traditional 
directive management style, this new transition can be challenging and they should be 
offered education and support. 
 
According to Schonberger & Gilbert (1983), JIT buying will enjoy limited success if 
inbound freight scheduling is left up to the transportation partner, because they are 
primarily concerned with utilization of drivers, storage space, and trailer cube. At 
motorcycle producer, Kawasaki, scheduling of inbound freight has become a purchase 
department function; the traffic managers reports to the purchasing manager, and the 
duties include both in-bound and out-bound freight. This is supported by Kaynak’s 
(2002) investigation witch shoved that a proactive approach taken by buyer firms to 
manage transportation activities results in frequent and timely delivery of supplied 
materials. Furthermore, as can be expected, frequent and timely deliveries of supplied 
materials in exact quantities have a positive effect on purchase material and total 
inventory turnover. 
 
As management examines the issues surrounding the operation of JIT and making the 
decision, whether or not, to adopt the JIT philosophy, Peters and Austin (1995),  suggest 
that managers should not only look at the hard economical values such as efficiency 
improvements, cost savings, quality improvements but also look at the softer non-
economic issues that lies under the corporate social responsibility such as ensuring the 
proper treatment of employees, respecting employees, treating other stakeholders fairly, 
protecting the environment and providing for good quality of life in the community.  
 
Some researchers have asserted that JIT must be implemented as a total system and that 
implementation of any part of it without the rest will be unsuccessful. Furthermore, 
research shows the success of the JIT philosophy depends on its implementation 
(Ramarapu, Mehra & Frolick, 1996). When researching the many articles that have been 
written about implementation of JIT, Ramarapu et al. (1996), have made a list of the 
most critical factors for successfully implementing JIT. It was divided into five 
categories: (1) Elimination of waste through reduction in waste, reduce lot size, reduce 
lead-time and automation; (2) production strategy through reduced set-up times, stable 
production, preventive maintenance and group technology; (3) quality control and 
quality improvement thru continuous quality improvement, halt production line, 
statistical process control and quality circles; (4) management commitment and 
employee participation thru cross-training/education, team decision making, 
management participation and commitment and employee suggestions and (5) 

http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=0&did=8955620&CSP=26802&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1164367058&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=0&did=8955620&CSP=32885&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1164367058&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=0&did=8955620&CSP=5384&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1164367058&clientId=17918
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vendor/supplies participation thru quality parts, reliable and prompt deliveries, small lot 
size, communication with suppliers, long-term contract, supplier training and single 
source supplier. This list is supported by White et al. (1999), who mention that JIT 
implementation may involve cost associated with capital equipment, employee training, 
and administration. 

In order to understand what it takes to succeed with JIT Purchasing (JITP) techniques, 
Kaynak (2002) have mad an investigation of 214 organizations of various sizes and 
industries, operating in the U.S. (see Appendix 1). The conclusion of the investigation 
clearly shows that both management and employees have significant roles to fill in a 
successful implementation of JITP. The commitment of top management to JITP results 
in employee empowerment and high levels of awareness. Not surprisingly, the better the 
employees are trained in specific work-skills and quality issues, the stronger are the 
partnerships between the buyer and supplier. This study also showed transportation and 
delivery issues to be crucial. Moreover, the study clearly suggests that well-managed 
supplier relations will improve a buyer firm’s product/service quality, increase 
productivity, reduce scrap and rework, and shorten delivery lead-time of finished 
product/services to its customers.  
 
Some claim similarities between JIT and LEAN, others between JIT and VMI. Lee & 
Wellan (1993) studied a JIT implementation at an American electrical supply company 
and came to the conclusion that in the JIT environment, the warehousing responsibility 
is pushed up the channel from the buyer to the supplier, also shifting responsibility and 
cost of inventory control. To some extend they explained a vendor managed inventory 
relationship. 
 

3.1.2 Vendor Managed Inventory 
VMI is a supply chain strategy whereby the vendor or supplier is given the 
responsibility of managing the customer's stock (Disney & Towill, 2003).  The vendor 
is given access to its customer's inventory and demand information for the reason of 
monitoring the customer's inventory level. Furthermore, the vendor has the authority 
and the responsibility to replenish the customer's stock according to jointly agreed 
inventory control principles and objectives (Småros et al., 2003). This is further 
supported by Pohlen & Goldsby (2003), who explains that vendors generate purchase 
orders on an as-needed basis according to an established inventory level plan and shared 
forecast data, consumption data and historical sales data. Once the purchase order is 
made, an advance shipping notice informs the buyer of materials in-transit (Waller et 
al., 1999). The merchandise is than shipped, delivered and “logged”, according to the 
shipment strategy (Cetinkaya & Lee, 2000). 
 
Even though VMI stared out as a replenishment of inventory at the retailer’s shelves, 
today the concept is usually applied to replenishment of inventories at retailer’s 
distribution center (Pohlen & Goldsby, 2003). “Inventory at the customer site may be 
owned by the supplier and bought by the customer only when used, or owned by the 
customer and simply monitored by the supplier for replacement” (Warkentin, 2001, p. 
144). “In the conventional business model, suppliers will bill their customers once 
shipment is made, depending on the agreed payment terms. However, in some VMI, 
payment will only be made based on what the manufacturers have pulled from the hub” 
(Kuk, 2004, p. 645). 
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Inventory management aims to buffer organisations from uncertainties in forecasting, 
consumer demand and vendor deliveries (Benedict &  Margeridis, 1999). VMI can help 
dampen the peaks and valleys, allowing smaller buffers of capacity and inventory. 
Furthermore, VMI can be used to resolves the dilemma of conflicting performance 
measures for example end-of-month inventory level verses out-of-stock measure. 
(Waller et al., 1999). 
 
When describing VMI some researchers make it synonymous with other concepts. 
Waller et al. (1999), say that Vendor-managed inventory is one of the most widely 
discussed partnering initiatives for improving multi-firm supply chain efficiency and 
that it is also known as continuous replenishment or supplier-managed inventory (SMI). 
But according to Pohlen & Goldsby (2003) this is wrong. They claim that VMI involves 
the coordination of management of finished goods inventories outbound from a 
manufacturer, distributor or reseller to a retailer while SMI involves the flow of raw 
materials and component parts inbound to a manufacturing process.  
 

 
Figure 3. Placement of SMI and VMI in the Supply Chain  
Source: Pohlen & Goldsby, (2003, Figure 3, Page 570). 

 
As technology advances so does the integrated relationships. The sharing of Point-of-
sale data (POS) have facilitated consignment selling agreements where the product is 
not sold to the customer until an end user purchases the gods. (Pohlen & Goldsby, 2003) 
 
VMI moves supply chain management to the next level by aligning functional 
performance with process across multiple companies; requiring a shift of functions to 
the lowest cost firm as well as performing cost trade-off across company boundaries. 
(Pohlen & Goldsby, 2003)  
 
3.1.2.1 Where and when is VMI suitable? 

Cetinkaya & Lee (2000) believe that VMI is an important coordination initiative. It can 
be used as one of the initial steps in a supply chain streamlining exercise or as a stand-
alone process between trading partners (Benedict &  Margeridis, 1999).  
 
VMI relationship can be harder to enter into with manufactures that have a lot of 
customers. Småros et al. (2003) shed some light on the problem in their investigation of 
the vendors. They claim that one major challenge for manufacturing companies is that 
usually only part of their customer base is involved in VMI. This means that the 
vendors need to set up their operations in a way that both VMI and non-VMI customers 
simultaneously can be efficiently served; this is both hard and costly.  
 
3.1.2.2 Advantages and disadvantages with VMI 

Still bearing in mind that inventory is the largest assets, inventory reduction represents a 
key value driver (Pohlen & Goldsby, 2003). Småros et al. (2003) say that companies 
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have reported inventory reductions, improved customer service, and reduced 
obsolescence as the results of VMI adoption. Disney & Towill (2003) mention that the 
upside of VMI is that main benefits are visible shortly after an implementation, 
investment pays off shortly and the software tool is fast to implement (weeks-month). 
Furthermore, they believe that the customers and suppliers in the network gain a greater 
knowledge and understanding of each others’ working processes and businesses and the 
work load for the people working with operative logistics has less fluctuating.  
 
Traditional ordering errors are reduced. The customer does not have to wait for the right 
product to arrive; saving both time and money and the Vendor does not have to pay for 
costly return, Levin (2004). Furthermore, the vendor’s salespeople are no longer 
encouraged to push large inventory quantities to the customer. The customer will not 
encounter “overstock” that has to be sold with discounts (Waller et al., 1999) or 
merchandise that become obsolete over time (Pohlen & Goldsby, 2003). However, it is 
important to mention that the inventory plan has dynamic changes in demand. It is 
influenced, among others, by product life cycle, promotional activities (Waller et al., 
1999) and seasonal changes.  These factors need to be known by the vendor in order to 
manage the stock properly. 
 
VMI is not only good for the customer it also has advantages for the vendor. Since the 
vendor has more freedom to consolidate resupply shipments over time and geographical 
regions, full vehicles are more likely to be dispatched and transportations scale 
economies are easier reached (Cetinkaya & Lee, 2000). Waller et al. (1999) agrees and 
say that transportation managed properly will reduce costs because vendors can increase 
the percentage of low-cost full truckload shipments and eliminate the higher-cost less 
than truckload shipments because they are free to choose the timing of the 
replenishment shipments. Småros et al. (2003) explain similar advantages and say that 
the vendor can further dampen demand peaks, for example, by delaying non-critical 
replenishments. In addition, as one level of order batching is removed the vendor 
receives more accurate, more rapidly available, and more level demand information 
making internal planning easier and more accurate. 
 
Although the concept is easy to understand, accepting the change of working procedures 
and shift of responsibility takes time (Disney & Towill, 2003).  Benedict &  Margeridis 
(1999), raise a warning finger for the reduced inventory control and flexibility the 
purchaser will face and the fact that vendor and purchaser are required to place 
significant trust in the ability of each other to meet their obligations.  
 
Kraiselburd et al., (2004) claim that research shows that if contracts have not been clear 
on goal of inventory levels, VMI tend to lead to higher inventory levels. Participants 
should also consider that “the effect of stretching and delaying the payment can have 
adverse effects on the suppliers’ cash flow” and there is a danger in focusing on 
inventory reduction to the point that it cause more harm than good” (Kuk, 2004, p. 654). 
 
VMI transfers the burden of asset management from the customer to the vendor, who 
may be obliged to meet a specific customer service goal (usually some sort of in-stock 
target) (Waller et al., 1999).  Some suggestions have been made about enforcing 
penalties for poor vendor performance in order to increase service levels. ChainLink 
Research Inc., recently launched its annual survey of more than 130 leading retailers 
and manufacturers. They claim that when suppliers fail to meet expected overall 
performance targets, they should expect some sort of penalty and that some suppliers 
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pay more than 5% of their total revenue in noncompliance penalties. Dahel (2003), 
suggest penalties for late deliveries and defected units. 
 
Table 3 Advantages and disadvantages with VMI. 

 Advantages 
Småros et al. (2003) Inventory reductions 

Improved customer service 
Reduced obsolescence 

Disney & Towill (2003) Main benefits are visible shortly after 
an implementation. 
Investment pays off shortly after an 
implementation. 
Software tool is fast to implement. 
Customers and suppliers in the network 
gain a greater knowledge and 
understanding. 
Work load has less fluctuating. 

Levin (2004) Traditional ordering errors are reduced. 
Saving time and money on costly 
returns. 

Waller et al. (1999) Customer will not encounter 
“overstock” that has to be sold with 
discounts. 

Pohlen & Goldsby (2003) Customer will not encounter 
merchandise that become obsolete over 
time. 

Cetinkaya & Lee (2000) Transportations scale economies are 
easier reached for vendor. 

Småros et al. (2003) Vendor can dampen demand peaks. 
Internal planning easier and more 
accurate at vendor. 

 Disadvantages 
Disney & Towill (2003) Accepting the change of working 

procedures and shift of responsibility 
takes time. 

Benedict &  Margeridis (1999) Requirements of placing significant 
trust in each other ability. 

Kraiselburd et al., (2004) Unclear goals lead to higher inventory 
levels. 

Waller et al. (1999).   More/new goals for vendors to meet 
ChainLink Research Penalty for underperformance in 

defective units or late deliveries. 
Kuk (2004) Effects on the suppliers’ cash flow 

 

3.1.2.3 What does it take to succeed with VMI 

Companies need to have several aspects in place before implementing VMI. Benedict &  
Margeridis (1999), point out that one success factor for VMI rest on the purchasing 
department providing accurate and timely information and they insist that a key issues is 
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the information systems used by both parties. They stress that the system should be able 
to handle the detailed electronic transfer of information required by VMI. Disney & 
Towill (2003), points out that it creates work and takes time to adapted the systems to 
the process; even though a standard interface is used to integrate the enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) to VMI and this should not be underestimated. Waller et al. (1999) say 
that ssuccessful implementation of VMI often depends on computer platforms, 
communications technology, and product identification and tracking systems. They 
claim that in many cases, these systems are already in place at both the retailer and the 
supplier. Furthermore, they claim that software systems are important because they 
facilitate such decisions as replenishment quantity and timing, safety stock levels, 
transportation routing, and inter-facility transshipments.  
 
A second factor is efficient use of transportation resources is particularly important for 
successful implementation of JIT procurements systems and VMI systems. Substantial 
savings are realized by carefully incorporating a shipment strategy with the stock 
replenishment decision for VMI (Cetinkaya & Lee, 2000).  
 
A third factor that can not be overstated is, according to Pohlen & Goldsby (2003), trust 
in the relationship. Trust between parties ensures that each will fulfil requirements 
necessary to make the relationship work. They even go so fare as to say that without 
established relationships and recognition of mutual benefits, VMI relationships will not 
succeed. 
 
Timely information, efficient transportation and trust can not be accomplished without 
people. Waller et al. (1999) found that successful implementation depends heavily on 
sound business processes and interpersonal relationships. A purely technical solution 
without regard for the people involved is unlikely to deliver the benefits. Effective 
teamwork is required, with strong participation by both the manufacturer and retailers. 
Ongoing education, common goals (Minahan, 2005) and additional people might be 
need in order to succeed (Pohlen & Goldsby, 2003).  
 
Some suppliers might need people others might need something else.  To understand 
what the suppliers need, we need to divide suppliers into categories and rate them in 
some way. To succeed with VMI and JIT we need to understand the supplier selection 
and rating process. 

3.1.3 Supplier selection, ratings and relationships 
Good suppliers can help manufacturers during the development of new products and 
processes (Goffin, et al., 1997). In a study made by McGinnis and Vallopra (1999), new 
product success was shown to be higher by those who include suppliers in their new 
product development process, than those who do not. Goffin et al. (1997) claim that 
suppliers can help with long-term quality improvements and cost reductions. 
Furthermore, they point out that even though suppliers can provide enhanced delivery 
performance, it is useless for business to make reforms without strong support from the 
suppliers. This is supported by Papadopoulou and Özbayrak (2005) who say that forced 
changes inevitably lead to failure.  
 
As the trend of minimizing the number of suppliers to a few good ones, become more 
popular, the relationship of suppliers and buyers have become more in focus. The 
reduced supplier base means that closer, longer-term relationships can be established 
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with a few (sometimes single-source) suppliers who then play a critical role. (Goffin, et 
al., 1997)  
 
Despite the considerable body of JIT literature, there appears to be little documentation 
on the method used for supplier selection (Lee & Wellan, 1993). However, one survey 
of JIT firms shows that over 80 per cent reduced the number of suppliers they dealt with 
after adopting JIT (Peters & Austin, 1995). This is consistent with an earlier survey in 
the 1980s of Xerox Corporation, that showed a noticeably reduction in the number of 
suppliers, from 3,000 to 500, after implementing a JIT programme (Lee & Wellan, 
1993). Furthermore, the contracts in JIT relationships have become longer, making the 
evaluation and choice of suppliers increase in importance (Lee & Wellan, 1993).   
 
There is often an issue of channel power involved in the supply chain approach, since 
the stronger members of the chain have the ability to dictate terms and conditions to the 
less powerful chain members (La Londe & Masters, 1994).  When looking at buyer-
supplier relationship different commodities can influence the power structure in the 
supply chain and therefore the purchasing strategy (Kraljic, 1983). In order to choose 
the right suppliers for JIT and VMI relationships we need to understand how power 
might influence what suppliers to enter into such collaborations with. Additionally, we 
need comprehension of how to categorize suppliers from a power perspective. This will 
be thoroughly examined in the next section in order to subsequent rate the Focal 
company’s suppliers. 
 
3.1.3.1 Power and purchasing strategies in supplier relationship 

Power structure and balance is not always easy to define even though we know it has 
influence on purchasing strategies and other decisions. “From the buyer’s perspective 
the level of supply risk is strongly associated with the perceived power balance between 
buyer and supplier” (Caniëls and Gelderman, 2005, p. 152). 

Kraljic (1983) developed a model for purchasing strategy. His idea with the portfolio 
model was to minimize supply vulnerability and making the most of the firm’s potential 
buying power. Even though Kraljic’s portfolio model was written 1983, it is still being 
discussed as the dominant and most famous model for purchasing strategy (Gelderman 
& Van Weele, 2002, 2003, 2005; Caniëls & Gelderman, 2005).  

Purchasing portfolio models aim, according to Gelderman and Van Weele (2002), to the 
development and implementation of differentiated purchasing and supplier strategies. 
Kraljic’s (1983, p. 111) model first introduces a figure with the different “Stages of 
purchasing sophistication”. Within the figure a four-stage approach is identified as: (1) 
purchasing management; (2) materials management; (3) sourcing management; and (4) 
supply management. He points out that supply management is of extra relevance due to 
the complex supply market and the high importance of purchasing. 

Kraljic (1983) developed an approach where a company first classifies all of its 
purchased products in terms of profit impact and supply risk. He describes profit impact 
to be a supply items purchased volume, percentage of total purchase cost for example. 
The supply risk is described as an items’ availability, number of suppliers, competitive 
demand, storage risks, available substitutes. A portfolio including a 2x2 matrix is then 
constructed classifying all of a company’s products into “low” and “high” profit impact 
versus supply risk. This result into four categories: strategic, bottleneck, leverage and 
non-critical items (see figure 4).  



 

 

 

Figure 4 Kraljics modified matrix  
Source: Gelderman and Van Weele (2005, Figure 1, Page 20). 
 
According to Kraljic (1983), each category requires its own distinctive purchasing 
approach. Strategic items demand an accurate demand forecasting and the development 
of long-term supply relationships between buyer and seller. Furthermore, he explains 
that bottleneck items causes problems and risks and the solution is volume insurance, 
control of vendors, security of inventories and backup plans. Leverage items have high 
profit impact and low complexity (Salo, 2006) giving the full purchasing power to the 
buyer because there are high accessibilities to vendors and product substitution (Kraljic, 
1983). Non-critical items require product standardization, efficient processing, order 
volume and inventory optimization (Kraljic, 1983). 
 
The items which were classified as strategic (high profit impact and high supply risk) 
are now positioned in a purchasing portfolio matrix. From this different purchasing 
strategies and action plans are developed. Kraljic (1983), recommends three different 
purchasing strategies: exploit (in case of buyer dominance), balance (in case of a 
balanced relationship), and diversify (in case of supplier dominance). 
 
Gelderman and Van Weele (2003) criticise the Kraljic model for disregarding the 
suppliers’ side in the buyer-supplier relationship and not taking into account possible 
reactions and strategies of suppliers. They continue by saying that whether a product is 
developed by the supplier, the customer or jointly, this highly influences the 
relationship between the partners and this is not being considered in the portfolio model. 
The Kraljic model only deals with the commodities being classified as strategic and this 
does not provide guidelines in how to move other commodities and/or suppliers around 
from the other categories, within the matrix (Gelderman & Van Weele, 2002). Other 
problems and issues discussed are lack of proper measurements and the fact that the 
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portfolio analysis are based on only two basic dimensions while business decisions are 
so much more complex than that (Gelderman & Van Weele, 2003). However, they still 
feel that a portfolio approach is useful to position commodities in different segments 
and to develop differentiated purchasing strategies, but it requires critical thinking and 
sophistication of purchasing management. 
 
In order to solve some of the problems Gelderman and Van Weele (2003) developed a 
conceptual model of strategic directions in how to move suppliers, within the matrix, 
see fig 5. Two strategies where found; professional purchasers decide either to hold a 
position or to move to another position. Those decisions wary depending on where in 
the quadrant the item is situated in the matrix.  
 

 

Figure 5 Conceptual model of strategic directions 
Source: Gelderman and Van Weele (2003, Figure 3, Page 212). 
 
Cox (2001) raises a warning finger and points out that while the buyers are trying to re-
position themselves in a more powerful situation; their suppliers are also working to re-
position themselves out of the buyer dominance quadrant to move as close to the sup-
plier dominance quadrant.  
 
Caniëls and Gelderman (2005) made a study on where in the quadrant the item were 
situated and showed that there was a difference in the power positions between the 
purchasing strategies within each quadrant (see fig 6). The diagonal line indicates when 
the supplier and buyer is equally dependant on each other, a state of power balance. 
Buyer dominance is positioned on the left-hand side of the diagonal line and supplier 
dominance on the right-hand.  
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Figure 6 Power map 
Source: Caniëls & Gelderman (2005, Figure 3, Page 152). 
 
Caniëls and Gelderman (2005) conclude that buyer-supplier relationships (scenarios 1-
5, figure 6) are characterized with supplier dominance. They are positioned in the 
bottleneck and the strategic quadrant of kraljic (1983) and Gelderman and Van Weele 
(2003) figures (see fig 4 &5).  
 
As shown in figure 6, scenario 6 suggests buyer dominance and buying power: suppliers 
and products are similar and there is no need for long-term supply contracts. The buying 
power is actively used to get better deals with interchangeable suppliers (Caniëls and 
Gelderman, 2005). Scenario 7, suggest the development of a partnership. Caniëls and 
Gelderman (2005) say that they expect a balance of power in scenario 7 and they claim 
that the supplier have to be willing and able to contribute to the competitive advantage 
of the buying firm. 
 
Cox (2001) have a similar way of dividing buyer-supplier relationship and made a ma-
trix of the attributes that could be found in each quadrant (see appendix 2). He claim 
that in the general view of the buyer-supplier relationships the aim is to undertake im-
provements in the performance of first-tier suppliers through integrated supply chain 
management approach (i.e. JIT & VMI). He continues by explaining that this is nor-
mally achieved by working with key suppliers at all stages in the extended network of 
dyadic buyer and supplier relationships that constitute what is commonly referred to as 
the supply chain. The general idée of integrated supply chain management approach is 
based on the idea that it is possible for buyers to create lean and efficient supply chains 
for themselves in order to provide a competitive advantage as supply chains compete 
against one another. Cox (2001) criticizes this general view and says that, while this 
may be a theoretically interesting and even desirable proposition, practically it may be 
an impossible goal for many buyers and that integrated supply chain management only 
can be properly implemented when the focal organization is in one of two power posi-
tions. The first is when the focal organization is in a position of structural dominance 
over its extended network of suppliers, and therefore can force an integration. The sec-
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ond is when there is interdependence with the extended network of suppliers that result 
in the power being shared willingly by both sides. 

 

Figure 7 Power Matrix 
Source: Cox (2001, Figure 6, Page 16). 
 
When there is interdependence (see figure 7), both the buyer and the supplier possess 
resources that require the two parties to work closely together, since neither party can 
force the other to do what it does not wish to do. In this circumstance, the supplier may 
achieve above-normal returns but must also pass some value to the buyer in the form of 
less-than-ideal returns, as well as some degree of innovation. (Cox, 2001) 

Firms adopt operations strategies (such as JIT and VMI) not only to improve operations 
performance, but to use these improvements to drive broader measures of business 
performance; by explicitly and effectively integrating JIT and SCM practices into 
operations strategy, the potential exists to add value and to better once position in the 
power structure. (Kannan & Tan, 2005) 
 
By rating a company’s products and looking at the suppliers behind each category one 
would expect that when a strategic relationship is maintained, a balanced power 
situation would occur. However Caniëls and Gelderman (2005) found there was a 
supplier dominance in the strategic quadrant (scenario 1). 
 
Kraljic, (1983) pointed out that it was the strategic items that were good for integrated 
relationships (if forecasting were done accurately). Cox (2001) is of the same view. 
Those relationships where the suppliers and buyers have interdependency are good for 
integrated relationships. Now that we understand what type of suppliers companies 
choose for integrated relationships such as JIT and VMI and why, we need to 
understand how to rank and select the suppliers within these categories. 
 

3.1.3.2 Supplier selection 

Mismatches between buyer and seller are likely to occur if one does not take into 
account how a supplier assesses the situation, and vice versa of course. “A partnership 
is only possible if that is the strategic intent of both parties”. (Gelderman and Van 
Weele, 2003, p. 2) 
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Suppliers might have different opinions than the buyer on the power and 
interdependence structure of the various buyer–supplier relationships. Therefore, there 
is a need to more fully study the supplier’s perspective in order to establish whether or 
not both parties perceive each other’s power position in the relationship in the same 
way. In the literature on buyer–supplier relationships it is generally acknowledged that 
power and interdependence issues are fundamental to the way in which buyers and 
suppliers interact. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that power and dependence 
issues will also underpin the choice for a specific purchasing strategy. (Caniëls and 
Gelderman, 2005) 
 
In order to understand how suppliers are selected, we need to understand the method 
behind selection theory. There appears to be little documentation on the method used 
for supplier selection (Lee & Wellan, 1993) despite the fact that some claim that vendor 
selection is one of the most important activities of a purchasing department (Mandal & 
Deshmukh, 1994). 
 
According to Muralidharan et al. (2001), the conceptual articles by Kraljic (1983), 
Burton (1988), and Benton & Krajewski (1990) are examples emphasizing the strategic 
importance of the vendor selection process. They claim that the above articles highlight 
the tradeoff among quality, cost and delivery performance measures and that Weber and 
Current (1993) proposed a multi-objective approach for vendor selection that focuses on 
the tradeoff between price, delivery reliability and product quality. 

Goffin et al. (1997) discusses that price often has been the factor with the most 
emphasis on, in primitive purchasing, and quality have been looked at from the 
conformance point of view. They suggest that suppliers should be selected by their 
potential for further improvement and their use of total quality management (TQM) and 
total purchase costs (including order, transport and inventory costs) and the potential for 
price reduction. 
 
Most of the criteria for supplier choice are focused on quantifiable measures (Goffin, et 
al., 1997) such as cost.  Nevertheless, according to Goffin et al. (1997) more qualitative 
factors need to be considered, for example, organizational culture. 
 
3.1.3.3 Supplier rating criteria 

When rating suppliers, an objective method of monitoring cost and quality is needed, so 
that value can be seen in its proper context; measuring and monitoring "hard" and "soft" 
values is necessary (Murphy, 1999). Furthermore, the use of long-term contracts 
requires the consideration of factors such as organizational culture and strategy in order 
to be effective (Whitfield & Landeros, 2006).  

 
Supply chain management and cycle time compression are based on high levels of trust 
internally and externally. Externally, between buyers and sellers, as well as shippers, 
carriers and warehouses. Highly sensitive sales data need to be shared and safeguarded, 
and all parties should be given candid estimates of production schedules, shipping 
status, and delivery dates. Inability or unwillingness to share these data will generally 
frustrate meaningful attempts to establish the close co-ordination implied by these 
strategies. (La Londe et al., 1994) 
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In supplier selection different criteria and ratings are used. Muralidharan et al. (2001, p. 
1309) refers to “Mohanty and Deshmukh (2001)” and claim “that the evaluation of 
vendors is a complicated decision problem”, because of the following two reasons. The 
first is the relative difficulty to conceptualize and structure and numerous components 
of the evaluation problem into an analytical framework, which may facilitate 
understanding. The second is the nature of the components in this process - some are 
quantitative whereas others are subjective.  
 
* As the competition in the marketplace increases, there exists a large search space for 
decision makers.  
* There are multitudes of factors/attributes involved in a selection process, which are 
often conflicting and sometimes complementary. 

Some of the most important criteria, according to Mandal & Deshmukh (1994) can be 
divided into 4 categories and used as interpretive structural model: independent, 
dependent, linkage, and driver. The criteria to consider are: 

(1) Quality;  
(2) delivery flexibility and reliability; 
(3) production facilities and capacity;  
(4) price; 
(5) financial position; 
(6) technical capability; 
(7) management and organization structure and goals;  
(8) transport and geographical location;  
(9) after-sales service; 
(10) attitude and willingness to do business and  
(11) labor relations. 
 

Other researchers support these different criteria. La Londe et al. (1994) claim that 
information technology is a key enabling criteria and that supply chain management and 
cycle time compression are complementary strategies. He continues with saying that the 
logistics manager is not forced to choose between these two strategies on an either/or 
basis. In fact, the two strategies are often mutually supportive and self-reinforcing. The 
strategies are so frequently seen together that it can be difficult or arbitrary to 
distinguish between them. A principal reason to develop supply chain management is 
often to capture and amplify the benefits of cycle time compression by applying the 
strategy at all levels in the chain.  
 
Verma and Pullman (1998) argued that it is extremely difficult for any one vendor to 
excel in all dimensions of performance. For example, a high quality supplier might not 
be the one with lowest cost components.  According to Mandal & Deshmukh (1994), 
one of the most important criteria to consider is attitude and willingness. They claim it 
is very difficult to quantify or measure. They also found that attitude and willingness for 
business and after sales service are as important factors as quality, delivery, and 
practice.  
 
In Lee & Wellan’s (1993) study, All-Phase has, developed a vendor survey plan to 
control and judge how their automatic inventory replenishment and JIT collaboration 
was working. They focused on total items received during the selection period, total 
items received late during the selection period, adjustment for total items received late 
during the selection period, total items received short during the selection period and 

http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918
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total items cancelled during the selection period.  After explaining the program to the 
vendors, assisting them with the development of a self-assessment form and informing 
them of the expected performance level, there was a 14 per cent increase in the average 
performance index. Some of the suppliers even reached 100 per cent satisfactory level. 
 
In a study of supplier selection, for American and UK JIT purchasing relationships, 
delivery reliability and quality conformance seem to be the most important factors 
followed by price and response flexibility (Billesbach et al., 1991). In a study made by 
Verma and Pullman (1998), the results indicated that although managers say that quality 
is the most important attribute for a supplier, they actually choose suppliers based 
largely on cost and delivery performance. They believe that it is hard for one supplier to 
be good in all areas; when actually choosing suppliers there is generally a tradeoff 
among the attribute. 

3.1.4 Case study research questions 
Significant research efforts have been devoted to understanding the concept of SCM, 
JIT and VMI. But few studies have empirically examined the relationship between these 
philosophies and the supplier selection strategies. This, our case study, addresses the 
gap and examines the differences in supplier selection for JIT and VMI practices, which 
are embedded in the broader context of SCM. Knowing the different definitions and 
usage, shown above in the literature review, we will use a case study to investigate the 
research questions that have emerged from the literature review. The questions are: 
 

1. What do the Focal company and their selected suppliers think are important 
activities in their relationship? 

2. Are the Focal company and their selected suppliers ready for JIT? 
3. Are the Focal company and their selected suppliers ready for VMI? 
4. How does the power and dependence balance look in the relationship between 

the Focal company and their selected suplliers, and do their views differ? 
5. What rating criteria do the Focal company find important? 
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4 Empirical results and analysis 
In this chapter the results from the literature review and case study will be described.   

4.1 Findings from literature review 
Findings of answers to the question examined in the literature review will be 
summarized.  
 
An introduction to supply chain management and its definitions was examined in the 
literature review. Gibbson et al. (2005) say that when googling “Supply Chain 
Management definition” yielded 2360 possible scores. When we did the same test 
almost 2 years later, in November 2006 we found more than 5 times as many, namely 
12.200 possible sources. Some consideration has to be taken to the quality of the 
sources and the evolvement of the internet. Still this gives a picture of the extensive 
growth in material produces about SCM and its definition. 
 
The possible benefits and drawbacks of JIT and VMI are shown in table 2 and 3 (under 
3.1.1.2 and 3.1.2.2). How they differ is shown in the table 4 and 5 below. 
 
Table 4 Differences in advantages for JIT and VMI. 

Advantages with JIT Advantages with VMI 
Lower production cost. 
Higher and faster throughputs. 
Better product quality. 
Shorter lead times in purchasing. 
Improved quality. 
Improved productivity. 
Improved employee relations. 
 

Improved customer service. 
Reduced obsolescence. 
Benefits, such as short payoff time, are visible 
shortly after an implementation. 
Software tool is fast to implement. 
Work load has less fluctuating. 
Transportations scale economies are 
easier reached for vendor. 
Vendor can dampen demand peaks. 
Internal planning easier and more 
accurate at vendor. 

 
 
Table 5 Differences in disadvantages for JIT and VMI. 

Disadvantages with JIT Disadvantages with VMI 
Increase in inventory and 
administrative burden at suppliers. 
Shift of responsibility of carrying 
inventory to suppliers without 
appropriate compensation. 
Delivery problems. 

Requirements of placing significant 
trust in each other ability. 
Unclear goals lead to higher inventory 
levels at the customer. 
 

 
 
The Key factors for enabling JIT and VMI and explanations on why these are key 
factors are displayed below in table 6 and 7. 
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Table 6 Key factors enabling JIT and explanations of why they are key factors. 

JIT Key Factors Why 

 Coordination of production 
schedules. 
 
High product quality and 
control. 
 
Delivery reliability. 
 
Training and support. 
 
 
Update of transportation ac-
tivities. 
 
 
Proper treatment of em-
ployees. 
 
Elimination of waste. 
 
New production strategy. 
 
 
 
Management commitment 
and employee participation. 
 
Long-term contract 

To ensure accurate infor-
mation. 
 
To eliminate stock-outs. 
 
 
To eliminate stock-outs. 
 
To gain grater understand-
ing of processes. 
 
To get focus away from 
storage and trailer optimisa-
tion. 
 
To ensure high work moral. 
 
 
To save money and time. 
 
To fit new set-up times and 
maximize the befits of the 
reduced waste. 
 
To ensure common goals. 
 
 
To ensure supplier com-
mitment. 

 
Table 7 Key factors enabling VMI and explanations of why they are key factors. 

VMI Key Factors Why 

 Information systems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Accurate and timely infor-
mation. 
 
Product identification. 
 
Tracking systems. 
 
 
 
Efficient use of transporta-
tion resources. 
 

Software systems are im-
portant because they facili-
tate such decisions as re-
plenishment quantity and 
timing, safety stock levels 
and transportation routing. 
 
In order for vendors to live 
up to expectations 
 
To avoid mismatches 
 
To have complete aware-
ness of merchandises posi-
tion. 
 
Substantial savings are real-
ized with efficient transpor-
tation. 
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Trust in the relationship 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing education 
 
Common goals 
 

 
Trust between parties en-
sures that each will fulfil 
requirements necessary to 
make the relationship work. 
 
To ensure ongoing success. 
 
Easier to trust each other 
and eliminate misunder-
standings. 

 
The type of suppliers companies select for deep collaborations such as JIT and VMI are 
companies that are willing and able to contribute to the competitive advantage of the 
buying firm. Furthermore, suppliers that have equal dependency on the buying firm or 
have interdependency are good for collaboration (Caniëls and Gelderman, 2005). It is a 
further advantage for the supplier if they have some kind of joint product development 
with the buying company (McGinnis and Vallopra, 1999). Suppliers are also selected on 
their potential to add value and to better the buying firm’s position in the power struc-
ture (Kannan & Tan, 2005).  

Selection criteria companies use to select suppliers to develop JIT and/or VMI with 
should be "hard" and "soft" values (Murphy, 1999). The soft values should consider or-
ganizational culture, structure and strategy (Whitfield & Landeros, 2006; Mandal & 
Deshmukh, 1994) and trust and willingness to share data (La Londe et al., 1994) and la-
bor relations (Mandal & Deshmukh, 1994). The harder criteria often mentioned are 
price, quality, delivery, flexibility and reliability (Billesbach et al., 1991; La Londe et 
al., 1994; Verma and Pullman, 1998; Mandal & Deshmukh (1994). Furhtermore, pro-
duction facilities, capacity, financial position, technical capability, transport, geographi-
cal location and after-sales service should also be considered (Mandal & Deshmukh, 
1994; La Londe et al., 1994). Studies show that by explaining what you asses or judge 
on can increase performance levels (Lee & Wellan, 1993). 

4.2 Findings from Case Study 
In this chapter the results from the case study will be described.  It will be divided into 
the following sections: activities in the relationship, current information systems, 
readiness for JIT and VMI and expected affect of those strategies. Furthermore, power 
and dependence balance will be described as well as rating criteria. The sections derive 
from the case study research questions. 

4.2.1 Activities in the SCM relationship 
Mentzer et al, (2001) stated that important activities constituting Supply Chain 
Management are: integrated behaviour, mutually sharing information, mutually sharing 
risks and rewards, cooperation, the same goal and the same focus on serving customers 
and partners to build and maintain long-term relationships with. The suppliers were 
asked to rate these statements together with a few other with 1=Very important and 
7=Not of significance. The result is shown in the diagram, see fig 8. The middle point is 
4 and values below four points towards the direction that the suppliers in common 
thought the statement to be important and values above four to be not so significant. 
 

http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918
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2. Access to the sales forecast
3. Sharing of own stock levels
4. Access to campaign information
5. Access to information about actual sales
6. Ongoing dialogue
7. Joint planning
8. Mutual sharing of risks
9. Mutual sharing of rewards
10. Same goal/focus on serving customers
11. Long-term relationships 
12. Long-term contracts
13. Possibilities to contract renegotiation on a continuous basis

 
Figure 8 Suppliers rating average on supply chain activities.   

 
The Focal company chose to not rate the statements due to that the answers depends on 
the “product/supplier/supplier location”. Instead they made a few comments about the 
different activities; 
Mutually sharing information 
The Focal company think that the necessity of information sharing depends on product, 
volume and supplier. “If the product is of a strategic nature and/or risk for bottlenecks 
then there is need for sharing of forecasts etc but only if there is one single supplier 
providing the product”. This is also the result with sharing of campaign forecasts if 
there is only one supplier then it is important to keep that supplier informed. They think 
that it is very important that the forecasts that are distributed to the suppliers are the 
Focal company’s forecast and not the sales staffs, because they think they differ, the 
Focal company’s forecast is more accurate in their opinion. Giving access to actual sales 
stocks are very important for suppliers that are selected to participate in the 
replenishment system. 
Mutually sharing of risks and rewards 
The Focal company do not think that mutual sharing of risks and rewards are neither 
very important nor not of significance.  
Cooperation 
Cooperation and collaboration regarding new products occurs on a continuous basis. 
The Focal company said that “joint planning is very important, especially when 
introducing a new supplier”, the Focal company feels that they have to make sure that 
new suppliers can handle the pressure of seasonal variations in demand and be able to 
supply without any disruptions. 
The same goal and the same focus on serving customers 
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New products are being tested by both the Focal company but also by customers and 
professionals and the results are communicated with the suppliers and they jointly come 
up with ideas how to solve issues that has been raised. The Focal company is also 
having an ongoing discussion with retailers about their views and comments from 
customers, there are plenty of opportunities to receive comments on new products as 
well as for old on constantly recurring conferences and trade fairs. 
Partners to build and maintain long-term relationships 
The Focal company claim that “it is very important with long-term relationships”. 
However “the length of contracts does not necessary has to be long”. That depends on 
whether the Focal company is dependant on the supplier and how dependant the 
supplier thinks that the Focal company is of the supplier. It is also connected with 
currency exchange and development of raw material prices. It also depends on if the 
Focal company believe that they are paying a high price for the product, then it is better 
with a short contract. If they wish to gain a more stable flow of goods and begin to 
develop new projects they prefer longer contracts. 

4.2.2 Current information systems 
There are three different systems that the accessory purchasing department use in their 
work dealing with placing orders, delivery information, forecasts. The different systems 
are called: Rex, Replenishment- and the LWM2-system.  
 
Rex forms the platform for the whole business, this is the system where one can find 
information about all the products. One can see who the responsible purchaser is for 
each product, each products product number, who the supplier is, if there exists an 
alternative supplier for a product, open orders, lead times, sales demand from the 
previous year on monthly basis, price.  
 
Rex is the system where all orders are first created; it gives impulses to generate a new 
order when the so called re-order point has been reached for a product. The re-order 
point is being set manually and not something the system calculates from previous 
demand curves for example. The order is being printed into a paper version and sent to 
the supplier. The supplier sends an order confirmation and sometimes gives information 
about a possible delivery date, if this is being done the information gets typed into the 
system and shows up on the order as a promised week. Promised week is when the 
company can expect to have it stored within the warehouse or directly delivered to the 
customer depending on the kind of order. There exist direct delivery orders (going 
straight from the supplier to the customer) or warehouse deliveries (going straight to the 
warehouse). 
 
The Replenishment system is a web-based system. Involved suppliers get access to the 
system through Internet with their personal login-name and password. The suppliers can 
only see their own products. Information from Rex is gathered every day automatically 
and transferred to the Replenishment-system. The information that is transferred is 
current inventory levels for each product and open orders, not yet delivered. The 
suppliers can also see expected sales forecasts for a year at a time and on a monthly 
basis. 
 

                                                      

2 LWM=Logistic Workflow Management 
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Once the supplier receives an order they put the received date, planned delivery date 
and then the actual delivery date into the system. This information is not transferred 
back to the Rex system. Information about actual expected delivery date (promised 
week) has to be manually typed into Rex. 
 
Criteria for suppliers to be included in the Replenishment system are mentioned by the 
Focal company to be; that the supplier is the only supplier of the product, quite frequent 
orders and that it is a supplier they wish to have a long-term relationship and create 
stronger bonds with.  
 
The LWM-system is owned by a third party logistics (3PL) firm. They are specialised 
within air, sea, trucks and IT-solutions. They control and follows up physical, virtual 
and administrative movements.  The system is web-based which means that you can 
easily track and trace a shipment. Information regarding orders are transferred to the 
LWM-system from Rex for one supplier today, this is going to expand once the system 
is up and running. Other orders concerning more complex transports, not just within 
Sweden but shipments between countries by sea, air and truck freights for example are 
manually typed into the system by the 3PL firm, this will be done automatically in the 
future. The 3PL firm can deliver worldwide within ten, five or three days depending on 
the urgency and money companies are willing to pay. 
 

4.2.3 Readiness for JIT 

In the matrix (see table 8) the suppliers and the Focal company’s views are shown 
regarding what impact more frequent and smaller deliveries would have whether the 
information in the replenishment-system in enough for a JIT-collaboration. 
 
Table 8 Matrix of Supplier and Focal company’s answers on JIT. 

Question: Supplier answers: Focal company answer: 

What would more 
frequent but smaller 
deliveries mean for 
you? Positive and 
negative: 

”Increased costs for both us 
and for the Focal company re-
garding freight costs”  

“Hard to plan purchases.”  

”Positive: fast feedback re-
garding detection of quality 
defects. Negative effects are 
more frequent batch set-ups, 
increased transportation costs, 
more invoices.”  

The Focal company do not 
think that JIT is suitable for 
items with a low value, it is 
more interesting for items with 
high working capital, but this 
also depends on where the sup-
plier is situated. Since the inter-
est charge is low today the Fo-
cal company do not believe that 
they would gain economically 
from a JIT-collaboration today. 

Is the information 
that is provided in 
the Replenishment-
system sufficient for 
a JIT-collaboration 
between you and the 
Focal company or is 
something missing? 

“The system give support but 
need to have a function for 
confirmation of orders.”  

”Yes, with longer advance 
planning.”  

”The system only includes 6 of 
our 100 products produced to 

“Would be positive if we could 
send orders through the sys-
tem.”  

“We do not have enough time 
today to update the forecasts, 
but we think that the suppliers 
think that it is sufficient.” 
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If so what? the Focal company.”  

“Orders that are directly sent 
to the customer (drop ship-
ments) are not shown in the 
system.” 

“The information is not suffi-
cient.  I would like to see the 
supplier cross reference with 
regards to part numbers.  Also 
I would like to be able to see 
what is in transit.”  

“There need to be a weekly 
sales forecast, otherwise we do 
not have any use of the sys-
tem.” 

“The order process should be 
handled automatically within 
the system.” 

“All orders are being faxed be-
cause of the fact that the IT-
system doesn’t support any-
thing else, this is something we 
would like to change.” 

 

A couple of the suppliers think that JIT would lead to more costs, this due to that they 
say that it is costly to produce small batches and that it would lead to increased 
transportation costs. One supplier said that they would have to increase their “finished 
goods inventories due to that their manufacturing processes are designed to be most 
efficient and productive during long and consecutive runs of the same product” today. If 
they would not want to carry the inventory it would create more set-ups for their 
equipment and more machine downtime. 
 
Half of the suppliers responded in the questionnaire that they are not ready for a JIT 
implementation today. The rest of them said yes, one with the exception “if it would be 
cost efficiently” and another with “if they would receive orders with bigger volumes 
than today”. Two suppliers have JIT-relationships with other customers today. 
However, the Focal company responded that they are not interested in JIT at the time 
being. 
 
The suppliers were asked to rate a few statements regarding JIT with 1=Fully agree and 
7=Fully disagree. The result is shown in the diagram, see figure 9. The middle point is 4 
and values below four points towards the direction that the suppliers in common agreed 
to the statement and values above four that the suppliers were disagreeing to the 
statement. 
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1. It is important to see the customers actual stock levels to be able to plan our own 
production. 
2. It has no effect on our business if we deliver more frequently but smaller deliveries. 
3. Our business wouldn’t be affected if excess processes would be taken away in the 
order/delivery flow. 
4. The relation would get improved by a JIT-collaboration when information is shared on 
an ongoing basis. 
5. We would be negatively affected economically by a JIT-collaboration. 
6. We wouldn’t be affected economically at all in a JIT-collaboration. 
7. If the Focal company would ask us if we would be interested in a JIT-collaboration we 
would feel forced to join. 
8. In order to implement a JIT-collaboration we would need more information/education.

 
Figure 9 Suppliers rating average on JIT statements.   

 
The Focal company chose to not rate the statements due to that the answers depends on 
the “product/supplier/supplier location”. Instead they made a few comments; 
“One positive effect with JIT would be lower stock values but it is costly with more 
frequent deliveries thinking of storing and warehouse activities for example.” They 
believe that the relation between them and the supplier chosen would get improved by a 
JIT-collaboration and that there a positive effects for their customers. 

4.2.4 Readiness for VMI 
In the matrix (See table 9) the suppliers and the Focal company’s views are shown 
whether the information given today in enough and how/if the delivery volume would 
be changed if the suppliers were to get paid once the Focal company delivers to their 
customers. 

Table 9 Matrix of Supplier and Focal company’s answers on VMI. 

Question: Supplier answer: Focal company answer: 

Do you think that you have 
access to enough informa-
tion through the Replen-
ishment-system to enabling 
VMI? If not, what is miss-
ing? 

”More accurate forecasts 
are needed.”  

“Information about latest 
stored shipment would be 
helpful.”  

“Our cross reference num-

“It is sufficient that the Re-
plenishment-system gets 
updated once a day with ac-
curate figures about actual 
stocks and open orders, but 
the quality of the forecasts 
should be improved.  
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ber is lacking, only a few 
of the items is included, 
should be all.” 

“We are lacking weekly 
sales forecasts, minimum- 
maximum stock limits and 
re-order point volumes. We 
would like to use our own 
VMI-system on the Focal 
company.” 

Not all of the suppliers’ 
products have been in-
cluded yet. 

Orders should be able to be 
sent through the system 
automatically and also for 
the suppliers to be able to 
place own orders/ sugges-
tions for orders.” 

Would the replenishment 
volume be changed if you 
where to be paid once the 
goods leave the Focal com-
pany’s warehouse to be de-
livered to a customer? If 
yes, in what way? 

 

“We do not apply this sys-
tem of payment and do not 
have system to handle 
this.”  

“We can not pay for the 
material we buy after we 
have produced them for the 
Focal company.” 

“Not interested in this, not 
enough forecasts and inter-
nal information within the 
Focal company to support 
this. Due to long lead-times 
this would be costly for the 
supplier.” 

“This is totally unaccept-
able.” 

Two suppliers answered 
No on this question. 

“This could be costly for a 
small supplier and lead to 
low service levels and the 
suppliers willingness to 
send big batches would de-
crease.   

We would probably have to 
pay for this in the next price 
negotiation. 

If the suppliers were to be 
paid at delivery to the 
warehouse the stock levels 
would be maintained 
around the upper limits.” 

 
Only one of the suppliers in the questionnaire answered that they are not interested in a 
VMI-collaboration with the Focal company. The Focal company themselves said that 
they are interested in VMI for their products, one of the thoughts with the Replenish-
ment-system is that the suppliers can produce after their optimal production volumes 
within stated boundaries.” The suppliers all agreed that it is sufficient that the Replen-
ishment system is updated with accurate figures ones a day. 

50% of the suppliers responded in the questionnaire that they prefer to deliver seldom 
but with large volumes, 2 preferred frequent but small volumes and one after their own  
production/stock levels and actual customer orders at the moment. The Focal company 
prefer frequent smaller deliveries. 

One vendor, who declined to answer the questionnaire, did say that because they “have 
a typically old fashion manufacturing production, they do not look at customer’s 
inventory levels or forecasts, in order to plan their own production”. They themselves 
“do not believe that they have the possibility to look at or manage customer’s 
inventory”. Furthermore, they believe that “this responsibility should stay as the 
customers own responsibility”.   



 

 
The suppliers were asked to rate a few statements regarding VMI with 1=Fully agree 
and 7=Fully disagree. The result is shown in the diagram, see figure 10. The middle 
point is 4 and values below four points towards the direction that the suppliers in 
common agreed to the statement and values above four that the suppliers were 
disagreeing to the statement. 
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1. It is important for us to decide on our own time for delivery during low season.  
2. It is important for us to decide on our own time for delivery during high season.
3. It is important for us to decide on our own what order amount to deliver (within agreed limits) 
during low season.
4. It is important for us to decide on our own what order amount to deliver (within agreed limits) 
during high season.
5. It is reasonable that a penalty fee is charged if the agreed stock limits aren’t maintained.

 
Figure 10 Suppliers rating average on VMI statements.   

 
The Focal company chose to not rate the statements due to that the answers depends on 
the “product/supplier/supplier location”. However, they made a few comments; 
“It is important for the suppliers to be able to decide time for delivery during the end of 
high season when they do not have any safety stock left.” The Focal company “are not 
interested to charge a penalty fee if the agreed stock limits are not maintained today, 
they rather want the suppliers to feel that if they manage well they will be kept as a 
supplier and have that as a goal instead.” 

4.2.5 Power and relationship 
The Focal company’s view of how they rated the eleven different suppliers regarding 
the power balance is shown in figure 11. In figure 12, the view of the suppliers who 
answered the questionnaire is shown. Supplier one in the figure 11 is also supplier one 
in figure 12 in order to compare the Focal company’s view and the suppliers view. 
Depending on buyer/supplier power/dependence the suppliers has been placed in 
different quadrants. This was based upon the suppliers and the Focal company’s own 
statements.  
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Figure 11 The Focal company’s view on the power balance. 
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Figure 12  The suppliers view on the power structure 
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In the matrix (See table 10) the suppliers and the Focal company’s views are shown. 

n supplier-buyer relationship. 

What they would like to change in the relationship towards each other and current order 
process is causing any problems are displayed. 

Table 10 Matrix of Supplier and Focal company’s answers o

Question: Supplier answer: Focal company answer: 

What would you like to 

answered 

w of goods.” 

n 

y information, 

 of 
change in the relationship 
with the Focal company 
today? 

”The Focal company’s view 
on power and view on price 
versus quality.”  

Two suppliers 
“Nothing.” 

“A better flo

“Better IT-system betwee
each other.” 

“More timel
annual forecasts for a year 
ahead on all products, better 
response rate on e-mails, 
different measures.” 

Lower prices for a few
the suppliers. 

Does the current order e fore-

rt lead-

rs can 

ap due to 

The Focal company be-
process cause any prob-
lems today? Concerning 
not accurate enough fore-
casts, insufficient informa-
tion regarding stock levels, 
other? 

“The lack of accurat
casts is causing problems. 
Unrealistic short lead-times 
during campaigns.”  

“Orders with too sho
times sometimes.”  

“The faxed orde
sometimes disappear; they 
should be placed through 
the web instead.”  

”Communication g
different timezones, 
countries. Joint problems, 
case company doesnt finish 
their projects and vice 
versa, communication 
problems.” 

lieves that the information 
regarding stock levels is 
sufficient today but the 
forecasts needs to be im-
proved. 

 
he suppliers were asked to rate a few statements regarding VMI with 1=Fully agree T

and 7=Fully disagree. The result is shown in the diagram, see figure 13. The middle 
point is 4 and values below four points towards the direction that the suppliers in 
common agreed to the statement and values above four that the suppliers were 
disagreeing to the statement. 
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1. That the Focal company has one contact person to contact in all matters is 
important for the relationship.
2. That we have one contact person to contact in all matters is important for the 
relationship.
3. That anyone with a possible occurred matter can contact anyone at the other 
company and get help to find a solution is more important than having only one 
contact person in each company.
4. The fact that we can influence the order size ordered by the Focal company will 
influence the planning of our own business activities.
5. The fact that we can influence the way the goods are being delivered doesn’t play a 
crucial part of the planning of our business.
6. We would be able to coordinate the transports of our deliveries in a more efficient 
way than today if we would have complete freedom to deal with the order process 
and the planning of transportation on our own.
7. There is collaboration going on between the Focal company and ourselves 
regarding developing of new products and improvement suggestions today.

 
Figure 13 Suppliers rating average on supplier relationship statements.   

y agree, statement 2, 3 and 5 
ey rated to a 7=Fully disagree. Statement 4 “depends on the location of the supplier, if 

eria. 

rs with a comparable product the Focal company 
mpany said that “geography plays an important role 

 

 
The Focal company rated statement 1 and 7 with 1=Full
th
the supplier is situated in Scandinavia or in China.” Regarding statement 6 they were 
uncertain, they do not expect the suppliers to be able to make delivery less costly. This 
is due to the reason that they themselves have a transportation planning department, that 
is also used by the suppliers. 

4.2.6 Important rating crit
When comparing different supplie
looks at the total cost. The Focal co
when looking at lead-times and freight costs for example”. They also think that “it is 
important that the suppliers keep the agreed quality according to the contract rather than 
high quality versus low price, never lower quality than agreed is very important”. That 
the supplier is open to develop the collaboration with the Focal company is more or less 
a demand. 
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The Focal company explained that “when contracting a new supplier, capacity is of 
utterly importance” and in existing relationship they sometimes help suppliers plan their 

roduction in order to ensure that the all capacities are used during the year in order to 

nd see how they correlate with the 
y factors in enabling JIT and VMI were 

u d in the literature review and findings. In this section comparisons 

trategies. In Just-In-
ime there is a high focus on the quantity being the exact quantity ordered, whereas in 

Even if this thesis is delimited to the relationship between the Focal company and their 
e t focus on the supply chain as a whole. Due to 

ter deliveries coordination of information and 

arious definitions of 
upply Chain Management (See Table 1) one can gather that there are many activities 

hemselves and their customers/suppliers. 
e choose to ask them about some of the activities that Mentzer et al., (2001)  mentions 

ocal company rated sharing 
 information and access to forecasts as important, however, the Focal company made 

re the suppliers and the 
ocal company share Mentzer et al, (2001) opinion is on the view on the importance of 

p
ensure elimination of stock-outs during high season. 

4.3 Discussion 
In this section the authors will discuss the findings a
literature. The benefits, drawbacks and ke
thoro ghly explaine
between the literature review and the case study will be discussed.  
 
One could consider implementing both a JIT and a VMI strategy at the same supplier, 
however this conflict with some of the basic principles of the two s
T
VMI the quantity is left for the vendor to decide (within the agreed limits) in order for 
the vendor to get the highest effect of the VMI collaboration; such as earning more 
money because of avoided stock-outs and push back of bottlenecks. 

4.3.1 Activities in the relationship 

first ti r suppliers it is still vital to pu
global sourcing and demand for fas
material are getting more and more crucial (Mentzer et al., 2001).  
 
In order to manage the supply chain efficiently there is need for long-term relationships 
in order to secure the efficiency of the supply chain. From the v
S
that need to be synchronized before the supply chain becomes value-adding, this from 
the extracting of raw material till the end user. 
 
The suppliers and the Focal company were asked about what activities they think are 
important for a working relationship between t
W
as important for SCM are; mutually sharing information, mutually sharing risks and 
rewards, cooperation,  the same goal and the same focus on serving customers and 
partners to build and maintain long-term relationships with. 
  
The views of the suppliers and the Focal company are similar in some cases and differ 
in some. Like Mentzer et al, (2001) both suppliers and the F
of
a reservation that it is only important if the supplier is the only supplier of the product, 
otherwise there is a risk of giving away to much information.  
 
Cooperation/joint planning was also rated by the suppliers to be important ant this view 
was shared with the Focal company. A clear example of we
F
long-term relationships. The suppliers average rating was 1,2 (close to 1=Very 
important) and the Focal company claimed it to be very important.  
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The opinion about the importance of having the same goal and focus on serving the end 
customers, the suppliers rated an average of 1,5 and the Focal company expressed that 

ey believe that they already share the same goal an focus as the suppliers and 

 and rewards. 
hile Mentzer et al, (2001) said it was important, the combined view of the suppliers 

in a similar way, close to each other. This 
pports Mentzer et al’s (2001) investigations, that these are the important criteria. 

5), the Focal company and several of their suppliers 
e ill lead to higher cost than today, instead of lower cost 

andal and Deshmukh (1994), Giunipero et al. (2005) and 

tive and that this is the biggest reason for not 
anting a JIT strategy. However, they do believe that the ordering process could 

 on in a production company can be compared with the sales 
recast at the accessory department. Today, suppliers do not depend on the Focal 

th
therefore their view regarding this is similar to the suppliers. Having the same goals is 
the foundation of a successful relationship according to Minahan, (2005). 
 
There is one example were the suppliers and the Focal company’s view differ from 
Mentzer et al, (2001) and that is regarding the mutually sharing of risks
W
and the Focal company is that it is quite close to the middle rating four, meaning neither 
very important nor not of significance. We believe that this is due to the business 
culture in the companies and because they have never done it before, or even reflected 
upon it. It should be mentioned that the Focal company, however, believes in rewarding 
good suppliers with prolonged contracts.  
 
Overall the suppliers views regarding important activities did not differ amongst them 
and they tended to rate the statements 
su
Also, the Focal company have had long relationship with those suppliers selected in this 
study and we believe that over time similar cultures and expectations have developed, 
this because of the time aspect.  

4.3.2 Readiness for JIT 
Just as Peters and Austins (199
believ  that Just-In-Time w
promised in the literature M
White, Pearson, and Wilson, 1999).  
 
The Focal company and some of the suppliers believe that order sizes already are 
optimized from a logistical prospec
w
become more streamlined, for example by reducing the faxes and double order typing. 
They seem to believe that the larges advantages of JIT only can be attained in the 
production department and not in the purchasing department. We believe this to be a 
traditional view of old companies with old business cultures, such as the accessory 
departments mother company. We believe that they have not fully understood the 
benefits of JIT; there are many more aspects to JIT purchasing than just the order size, 
such as waste reduction, performance, relationships and training. Gonzalez-Benito, 
(2002) and Schonberger and Gilbert (1983) supports the authors findings that JIT is not 
just about order sizes. 
 
The production schedule that Kannan and Tan (2005) say that companies should 
coordinate and depend
fo
company’s forecast and the Focal company themselves have criticized the quality of it. 
The sales forecast and the actual sales can bee seen by the supplier in the Focal 
company’s it-system. All participant believe that the current it-system could be used for 
JIT if modified slightly. Automation of it-systems is one way of eliminating waste, 
which is a critical factor for succeeding with a JIT strategy (Ramarapu et al., 1996). We 
believe that the forecasts must be improved in order to be dependable. It would also 
save time if the system was used for automatic order handling. 
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Another critical factor for success with JIT is quality control and quality improvement 
(Ramarapu et al., 1996). One supplier have expressed that the smaller and more frequent 

eliveries would give them fast feedback regarding detection of quality defects and they 

). Since the attitude for a JIT collaboration is low, both 
om the supplier and the Focal company’s side, the authors do not see any reason to 

lready have 
T-relationships with other customers today and the other suppliers have little or no 

 have several aspects in place before implementing VMI. As one 
oned, manufactures with many customers do not seem to 

h knowledge on how to efficiently manage some (or all) of 

d Waller et al. (1999). Today, 
either the Focal company nor its suppliers believe that the forecast are accurate. 

er VMI. 
rom the suppliers answer one can conclude that they believe they can not coordinate 

e hub (Warkentin, 2001; Kuk, 2004). Two 
ppliers thought that this would not change their replenishment volumes. The other 

d
see this as something positive. 
 
The commitment of top management is an important factor for succeeding with a JIT 
implementation (Kaynak, 2002
fr
implement such a strategy at this time. We do believe that with more information and 
education, this strategy could be used for some merchandise and some suppliers. Even 
the suppliers think that there is a need for more information/education in order to 
implement JIT. The average rating was 2 (1=fully agree) for this statement. 
 
Overall, the suppliers’ views differed among their answers regarding the rated 
statements, one explanation for this can be that two of the six suppliers a
JI
experience of JIT. 

4.3.3 Readiness for VMI 
Companies need to
supplier in the study, menti
have t e resources, nor the 
their customer’s inventory. This problem was explained and clarified by Småros et al., 
(2003) who mentioned that it is in fact a problem for vendors to set up their operations 
in a way that integrate many customers simultaneously. 
 
One success factor for VMI rest on the purchasing department providing accurate and 
timely information Benedict &  Margeridis (1999) an
n
Therefore this should be a priority before implementing VMI. Disney & Towill (2003) 
say that they should expect it to takes time; to adapt the systems to the process. 
 
When talking about supplier relationships, the Focal company said that transportation 
and logistics already is optimized and that this therefore would not change und
F
transport more efficient than today. That gives a good basis for success as efficient use 
of transportation resources is particularly important for successful implementation of 
VMI systems (Cetinkaya & Lee, 2000).  
 
In some VMI relationships, inventory at the customer site is owned by the supplier and 
paid for when used or pulled from th
su
four suppliers did not consider how this would change or not change the volumes 
delivered they merely responded that this is way of doing business is not acceptable to 
them.  The Focal company believe that this method for payment would be costly for 
small suppliers and lead to low service levels. Furthermore, they believe that they would 
have to indirectly pay for this at the next price negotiation. This agrees with what Kuk 
(2004) have found. We understand the suppliers reaction and agree with the Focal 
company that their relationship would not benefit from such payment agreements.   
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Overall the suppliers view on the VMI statements concerning time and quantity 
deliverance in high and low season differed. There were no concurrency in the ratings. 

iew on penalties for missing agreed goals were investigated. Three out 
f six responded “don’t know” to this question. The reason for this might be that they 

s improved forecasts, updated item lists and cross 
ference to supplier item numbers, the authors believe that the Focal company and 

wer and relationship 
power structure between the Focal company and most 

s re is a mutual dependence for two reasons. First, the 

ers who want to achieve power over buyers, Cox (2001) refers to what 
conomists have known for centuries (Smith 1985; Marshall 1997; Porter 1980; Rumelt 

pper right quadrant of 
gure 4) that were good for integrated relationships (if forecasting were done 

Their views were spread out along the scale. The reason for this, we believe, is that they 
do not understand the full potential of regulating inventory and production in high and 
low seasons, or they simply have not given it any thought before. Småros et al. (2003) 
explain that suppliers can dampen demand peaks and make internal planning easier and 
more accurate. 
 
The suppliers v
o
really have not thought about it, and are not quite ready to consider what this would 
mean in the long run. Of the three that did answer, the answers ranged from 3, 6 and 7 
(7=Fully disagree). The Focal company agrees with the suppliers and do not see any 
reason for penalties. However, we believe that if contracts are made with good and clear 
terms and goals, penalties can be a way of increasing performance. ChainLink Research 
and Dahel (2003) agrees with this.  
 
With a few system updates, such a
re
most of the suppliers in this study are ready for VMI. As mentioned several times, 
power has an influence on who is suitable for VMI integration. This will be discussed 
below. 

4.3.4 Po

There seem to be equality in the 
of its uppliers in this study. The
Focal company is a big customer for most of the suppliers, making the suppliers 
dependant of the business. Second, many of the suppliers have developed special 
branded and/or patented products or supreme logistical solutions, for the Focal 
company; making the Focal company dependent of the suppliers. This correlates with 
the findings of Cox (2001) who calls such a relationship interdependence because both 
the buyer and the supplier possess resources that require the two parties to work closely 
together.  
 
For suppli
e
1987), that organizations need to find "isolating mechanisms". He explains Isolating 
mechanisms as “supply resources that close markets to competitors and provide 
opportunities for suppliers to effectively leverage their customers (buyers)” (Cox, 2001, 
p 14). One could suggest that because the suppliers have been so good at providing 
special solutions (isolated mechanisms) adopted to the Focal company, they have 
moved themselves from scenario 6 (buyer dominated) to scenario 7 (relationship 
oriented) in Caniëls and Gelderman (2005) model (See figure 6). 
 
Kraljic, (1983) pointed out that it was the strategic items (see u
fi
accurately). Cox (2001) is of the same view. Those relationships where the suppliers 
and buyers have interdependency are good for integrated relationships. In this study 
those suppliers are 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 11. Kraljic (1983) do not see any reason to engage 
in integrated relationships with those suppliers who supply “leverage items” (see figure 
4). Whereas Cox (2001) does not agree, he believes that vendors should exploit the 
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buyer dominance and use the power to force the suppliers into integrated relationships. 
Suppliers 3 and 4 are under buyer dominance and could therefore be forced, however 
the Focal company has no interest in forcing suppliers to something that they are not 
willing to do. The Focal company believe in rewarding good suppliers with prolonging 
their contracts. 
 
There are three suppliers who deviate (from the Focal company’s view) in their opinion 

f the power balance; supplier 10, 9 and 4. Supplier 10 puts themselves in the 

 differed among their answers regarding the rated 
atements. In the statements about the number of contact people, there seem to be a 

roduct development 
nd improvements today. The Focal company fully agreed on this. Collaboration on 

 
ministration cost and inventory cost in VMI is against the main principles of good 

ieves it is important that the suppliers keep the agreed quality. 
a e a direct impact on price, it is important for the Focal company 

 the Focal 
ompany consider to be important; especially with new suppliers. The suppliers do not 

o
interdependent quadrant, while the Focal company places them in the independance 
quadrant. This opens for the possibility of integrated relationship if both parties want to. 
Supplier 9 and 4 position themselves in the independance quadrant while the Focal 
company puts supplier 9 in the supplier dominance quadrant and supplier 4 in the buyer 
dominance quadrant. Neither of these two quadrants is interesting for integrated 
relationships (if the Focal company does not want to) and can therefore be excluded 
from an extended relationship. 
 
Overall, the suppliers’ views
st
wide perception of whether one or more contact people are important. We believe this is 
because of different business cultures. Goffin et al. (1997) discusses how business 
culture should be considered a rating criteria for supplier selection. 
 
All of the suppliers agree that there is ongoing collaboration on p
a
new products is a key factor in succeeding according to McGinnis and Vallopra (1999). 
  
We believe that forcing suppliers to bare the cost of storing inventory in JIT and bearing
ad
integrated relationship. It is shown in the power-matrix that these relationships are not 
dominated by neither buyer nor supplier but rather interdependency. We believe that 
changes should be dominated by willingness, trust and mutual benefits, in 
interdependency, not forced. The fact that forced changes will inevitably lead to failure 
is supported by Papadopoulou and Özbayrak (2005). 

4.3.5 Rating criteria 

The Focal company bel
Since greed quality hav
that the quality is not above or below. If the quality is below, the Case company will 
have to deal with claims. If the quality is above, some customers might choose a lower 
cost (and better) product and the price differentiation strategy would fall.  Mandal & 
Deshmukh (1994), Billesbach et al. (1991) and Verma and Pullman (1998) agree that 
quality is an important rating criteria, and that there is a tradeoff between quality and 
low cost. When calculation total cost the Focal company say that geography plays an 
important role because of lead-times and freight costs for example. Mandal & 
Deshmukh (1994) say that geography should be considered a rating criteria.  
 
Capacity is one rating criteria that both Mandal & Deshmukh (1994) and
c
believe that they should be rated on capacity as long as the forecasts are not accurate.  
 

http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918
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Both Mandal & Deshmukh (1994) and La Londe et al. (1994) have pointed out the 

• Today, the system only includes a few of the supplier’s products and the 
rs 

 
• The quality and reliability of the forecasts are poor according to both the 

 make 

 
he Focal company does not want to force anyone to an integrated relationship, and 

ess 

he rating criteria explained and discussed above is not included in the power matrix 

r 
f 

erma and Pullman (1998) say that managers say that quality is the most important at-

importance of technology and the use of it as a rating criteria. The Focal company are 
already providing a system for the suppliers and are willing to update the system in 
order to succeed with an integration. However a system is never better than the people 
using it. We believe that not all of the suppliers use the system to its current maximum. 
However, the biggest problem is that the system is lacking in several areas: 
 

suppliers can therefore not see the whole picture. Furthermore, the supplie
would like to see their own item reference number. 

suppliers and the Focal company. This makes it unrealistic for suppliers to
a long production plan based on the forecast.  

T
conclude that the supplier’s views are important. Attitude and willingness to do busin
are important rating criteria according to Mandal & Deshmukh (1994). 
 
T
discussed by Kraljic (1983) it merely takes the supplier’s products into consideration. 
We believe that the above criteria should be included when selecting suppliers for 
integrated relationships.  One could consider the possibility that even if one supplie
does not place in the interdependence quadrant, their geographical position might be o
such a large advantage that they could be suitable for integrated relationship anyway. 
How to move suppliers from one quadrant to another is discussed by Gelderman and 
Van Weele (2003). 
 
V
tribute for a supplier, but they actually choose suppliers based largely on cost and deliv-
ery performance. The Focal company do not agree with this, they say it is important to 
them that suppliers keep the agreed quality according to the contract, and they focus on 
this rather than delivery performance or low price. 

 

http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?index=17&did=878234&CSP=445995%2C339256%2C9958&SrchMode=1&sid=1&Fmt=3&VInst=PROD&VType=PQD&RQT=590&VName=PQD&TS=1166082739&clientId=17918


 

5 Conclusions 
In this final chapter reflections and conclusions of the thesis will be made. 
 
The authors have enjoyed the research process as it has given a deeper insight into the 
real world of relationships between suppliers and buyer. The structure and history of the 
Focal company’s mother company and old way of doing business is typical for a portion 
of Swedish companies. Today, there are many old traditional Swedish companies that 
are experiencing pressure to update their supply chains in order to be able to compete 
with global competition. We therefore feel that this is a very relevant topic and even 
though this study was only made from the views of one Focal company and their few 
selected suppliers it is applicable to other similar relationships.   
 
The drawbacks of JIT seem to have a higher influence on the Focal company and 
selected supplier’s view of JIT, than the possible benefits. Neither the Focal company 
nor the suppliers believe that the benefits are greater than the drawbacks. Since one of 
the key factors of enabling implementation of the JIT concept is management 
commitment, the lack of such makes the authors conclude that implementation of JIT is 
not an option today. All parties involved need more information/education first. After 
such education, we think it could be a good option for some suitable products and 
suppliers, if this is followed by a change of attitude towards JIT. 
 
Unlike the conclusion of JIT, the benefits of VMI seems to outshine the drawbacks. The 
participants seem to have mutual interest, common goals and similar views on important 
activities in their relationship. This has been found in the literature review to be key 
factors in enabling VMI; thus creating a good environment for implementation of VMI. 
Drawbacks such as inaccurate forecasts can be comprehended with new continuously 
routines. 
 
With a little bit of education and training, the authors believe that the Focal company 
and most of the selected suppliers in this study are ready for VMI. We believe so 
because power and dependence have a good balance in those relationships; they are 
interdependent. Additionally, the Focal company’s rating criteria are well correlating 
with the literatures findings, which further support that they are ready to select suppliers 
for integrated relationships. 
 

5.1 Further research  
We believe it is important to make further research about contract writing as it is 
mentioned several times as a crucial factor for success. Changes in organisation and the 
impact of these is another interesting area. Both of the suggested areas for further search 
are important, both in JIT and VMI. 
 
It would be useful with a clear model for economical calculations on the effects of JIT 
and VMI, to show actual gains. 
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Appendix 1 Description of research model factors for JITP 
KAYNAK: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN JITP TECHNIQUES AND FIRM PERFORMANCE 
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APPENDIX 2 Characteristics of JIT Purchasing 
Richard J. Schonberg & James P. Gilbert 

Supplier 
• few suppliers; 
• nearby suppliers; 
• repeat business with same suppliers; 
• active use of analysis to enable desirable suppliers to become/stay price-

competitive; 
• clusters of remote suppliers; 
• competitive bidding mostly limited to new part numbers and 
• buyer plant resists vertical integration and subsequent wipeout of supplier business 

and suppliers are encouraged to extend JIT buying to their suppliers.  
 
Quantities  
• Steady output rate (a desirable precondition); 
• frequent delivery in small quantities; 
• long-term contract agreements; 
• minimal release paperwork; 
• delivery quantities variable from release to release; 
• but fixed for whole contract term; 
• little or no permissible overage or underage of receipts and 
• suppliers encouraged to package in exact quantities and suppliers encouraged to 

reduce their production lot sizes (or store unreleased material). 
 
Quality 
• Minimal product specifications imposed on supplier; 
• help suppliers to meet quality requirements; 
• close relationships between buyers′ and suppliers′ quality assurance people and 
• suppliers encouraged to use process control charts instead of lot sampling 

inspection.  
 
Shipping 
• Scheduling of inbound freight;  
• gain control by use of company-owned or contract shipping, contract warehousing, 

and trailers for freight consolidation/storage where possible –instead of using 
common carriers.  
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APPENDIX 3 The Attributes of Buyer and Supplier Power 
Cox, 2000 
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APPENDIX 4 Questionnaire to Swedish replenishment participants 
Enkät 
Följande enkät ingår i en undersökning i en magisteruppsats vid Internationella 
Handelshögskolan i Jönköping. Syftet är att undersöka möjligheterna för ett utökat 
samarbete mellan xxxx och leverantörerna som ingår i Replenishmentsystemet. Samtliga 
svar från er som leverantör kommer att behandlas konfidentiellt och inga uppgifter om 
vem som har sagt vad kommer att föras vidare till vare sig xxxx eller andra intressenter. Ert 
företagsnamn kommer inte att nämnas/förekomma i den färdiga magisteruppsatsen, inte 
heller xxxxas, det kommer inte att vara möjligt att spåra era svar tillbaka till er på något vis. 
Anledningen till detta är att vi hoppas på att få så ärliga svar som möjligt. 

Enkäten är uppdelad i fyra delar; en generell, en om Just-In-Time, en om leverantörsstyrda 
lager och slutligen en om relationen mellan köpare och säljare. 

Vid eventuella frågor går det bra att ringa Liselott på 070-6693132. 

 

Vänligen ranka nedanstående påståenden med 1=mycket viktigt och 7=saknar betydelse 

Vad tycker ni är viktigt i relationen mellan era kunder och er själva 
i egenskap av leverantör? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vet 
inte

Ömsesidigt informationsutbyte         

Tillgång till kundens försäljningsprognos         

Förmedling av egna lagernivåer         

Tillgång till kundens kampanjinformation         

Tillgång till kundens faktiska försäljning          

Kontinuerlig dialog         

Gemensam planering         

Ömsesidig riskfördelning         

Ömsesidig förtjänstfördelning         

Gemensamma mål med slutkunden i fokus         

Långvariga kundrelationer         

Långvariga kontrakt         

Möjlighet att omkontraktera kontinuerligt         

 
Just-In-Time, JIT 
Beskrivning: 

JIT är en aktivitetsbaserad filosofi, som bygger på att man ska eliminera överflödiga 
aktiviteter/flöden och reducera lagernivåer till noll eller näst intill obefintliga. D.v.s. 
varorna stannar till på lagret endast för vidaredistribution/ompackning utan mellanlagring. 
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Orderläggningen görs av köparen, lagernivåer är synliga för leverantören. JIT innebär mer 
frekventa men mindre leveranser. 

Vänligen besvara följande frågor: 

1. Vad skulle frekventa men mindre leveranser innebära för er? Positiva och negativa 
 

2. Anser ni er redo att ta det steget idag? 
 

3. Om inte, vad skulle krävas för att möjliggöra detta? 
 

4. Har ni idag JIT-relationer med andra kunder och/eller leverantörer? 
 

5. Upplever ni att det finns steg i order/leveranskedjan som är överflödiga idag? Om 
ja, vilka/vad? 

 

6. Skulle informationen som fås via Replenishmentsystemet vara tillräcklig för att 
kunna möjliggöra ett JIT-samarbete mellan er och Focal company 
tillbehörsavdelning eller saknas något? I sådana fall vad? 

 

Vänligen ranka nedanstående påståenden med 1= stämmer mycket väl och 7=stämmer inte 
alls. 

Vid ett Just-In-Time samarbete, hur skulle ni värdera 
följande påståenden?  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vet 
inte 

Det är viktigt att se aktuella lagernivåer hos kunden för 
att kunna planera vår egen produktion. 

        

Det har ingen påverkan på vår verksamhet om vi 
levererar oftare men mindre leveranser. 

        

Vår verksamhet skulle inte bli påverkad om man tar bort 
överflödiga processer i order/leveransflödet. 

        

Relationen skulle förbättras av ett JIT-samarbete då 
information förmedlas kontinuerligt mellan bägge parter. 

        

Vi skulle påverkas negativt ekonomiskt sett av ett JIT-
samarbete. 

        

Vi skulle inte påverkas alls ekonomiskt sett av ett JIT-
samarbete. 

        

Om Focal company tillbehörsavdelning skulle fråga om vi 
skulle vara intresserade av ett JIT samarbete skulle vi 
känna oss tvingade att gå med. 

        

För att kunna genomföra ett JIT-samarbete skulle vi         
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behöva mer utbildning/information. 

 
VMI, Vendor Managed Inventory (leverantörsstyrt lager) 
Beskrivning: 

VMI eller leverantörsstyrda lager är en strategi där leverantören har ansvaret för att styra 
kundens lager. Leverantören får tillgång till kundens aktuella lagernivåer, inkommande 
orderinformation och planerade kampanjer. Leverantören har ansvaret för att hålla lagret 
utifrån uppsatta mål (d.v.s. vissa minimi- och maximigränser). Målet med VMI är att ta bort 
osäkerheter vid upprättandet av inköpsprognoser samt osäkerheter gällande 
leverantörsleveranser.  

 

Vänligen besvara följande frågor: 

1. Skulle ni vilja ha ansvaret för att upprätthålla lagernivåerna av era produkter?   
 

2. Tycker ni att ni idag har tillgång till den information som krävs för VMI via 
Replenishmentsystemet? Om inte, vad saknas? 

 

3. Räcker det med att Replenishment-systemet uppdateras med aktuella lagernivåer en 
gång per dag? Om inte, hur ofta skulle det behöva uppdateras? 

 

4. Sett utifrån er företagskultur skulle ni föredra att fylla på:  
(1) sällan men med en stor/större mängd,  

(2) ofta men med mindre mängd eller  

(3) utifrån era egna produktions-/lagervolymer och aktuella kundordrar just för 
tillfället? 

 

5. Skulle er påfyllningsmängd ändras om ni först fick betalt när varan lämnar Focal 
companys lager för leverans till kund? Om ja, på vilket sätt? 

 

 

Vänligen ranka nedanstående påståenden med 1= stämmer mycket väl och 7=stämmer inte 
alls. 

Värdera de positiva/negativa effekter av VMI som ni tror 
att ni kommer att påverkas av. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vet 
inte 

Det är viktigt för oss att vi själva kan bestämma tid för 
leverans under lågsäsong. 

        

Det är viktigt för oss att vi själva kan bestämma tid för 
leverans under högsäsong. 
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Det är viktigt för oss att vi själva kan bestämma mängd 
(inom avtalade gränser) för leverans under lågsäsong? 

        

Det är viktigt för oss att vi själva kan bestämma mängd 
(inom avtalade gränser) för leverans under högsäsong? 

        

Det är rimligt att en straffavgift tas ut ifall avtalade 
lagernivåer inte upprätthålls. 

        

 

Leverantörsrelation 
Beskrivning: 

Studier visar att implementering av JIT och/eller VMI innebär att relationen mellan köpare 
och säljare sätts i fokus. För att lyckas med en eventuell implementering är det viktigt med 
ett gott samarbete mellan parterna. Studier visar att det kunden tycker är ett gott samarbete 
inte alltid är samma åsikt som leverantörens. Därför är det viktigt att bägge parter är 
lyhörda för varandras åsikter/synpunkter. 

 

Vänligen besvara följande frågor: 

1. Något som har visat sig ha stor betydelse i en leverantörsrelation är hur 
maktfördelningen är uppdelad mellan parterna.  Hur ser maktfördelningen ut i 
relationen mellan er och Focal company tillbehörsavdelning? Är Focal company 
köpstarka eller är ni säljstarka eller är man lika? 

 

2. Är ni nöjda eller skulle ni vilja ändra maktfördelningen? Åt vilket håll? 
 

3. Känner ni att Focal company är beroende av er som leverantör? 
 

4. Känner ni er beroende av att ha Focal company som kund? 
 

5. Vad skulle ni vilja ändra i relationen med Focal company idag? 
 

6. Skapar den nuvarande orderläggningsprocessen problem idag? Beträffande 
otillräckliga prognoser, otillräcklig information gällande lagerstatus annat? 
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Vänligen ranka nedanstående påståenden med 1= stämmer mycket väl och 7=stämmer inte 
alls 

Hur väl stämmer följande påståenden in med er 
uppfattning? 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vet 
inte 

Att Focal company har en kontaktperson hos oss för 
samtliga ärenden är viktigt för relationen. 

        

Att vi har en kontaktperson hos Focal company att 
kontakta i alla lägen är viktigt för relationen. 

        

Att vem som helst med eventuellt uppstått problem kan 
ta kontakt med vem som helst hos det andra företaget för 
att finna en lösning är viktigare än att bara ha en 
kontaktperson i vardera företag. 

        

Att vi har inflytande på orderstorleken som beställs av 
Focal company spelar stor roll för planeringen av vår 
verksamhet. 

        

Att vi har inflytande på leveranssättet som varorna 
levereras på spelar inte så stor roll för 
planeringen/utförandet av vår verksamhet. 

        

Vi skulle kunna samordna transporterna av våra varor på 
ett effektivare sätt än vad som görs idag om vi fick full 
frihet att sköta orderläggning samt planering av transport 
på egen hand. 

        

Det sker samarbete mellan Focal company 
tillbehörsavdelning och oss beträffande nya 
produkter/förbättringsförslag idag.  

        

 

Du/ni som har fyllt i denna enkät, vad är din/er befattning i företaget? 

 

Ett stort TACK för att du/ni tog er tid att fylla i denna enkät, det uppskattas mycket och 
kommer att vara oss till stor hjälp i vår examensuppsats! 

Den ifyllda enkäten kan antingen mailas direkt till liselott_dahl@hotmail.com eller per post 
till adress: 

Liselott Dahl 
Norra Bogesundsgatan 2 
554 73 Jönköping 
 

Med vänliga hälsningar 

Liselott Dahl och Mette Eisensö 
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APPENDIX 5 Questionnaire to English speaking replenishment 
participants 
Questionnaire 
This questionnaire is a part of an investigation included in a master thesis at the Interna-
tional Business School in Jönköping, Sweden. The purpose is to investigate the possibilities 
of an increased collaboration between the Focal company and the suppliers that are par-
ticipants in the Replenishment-system today. All answers from you as a supplier will be 
dealt with confidentially and no information about who has said what will be passed on to 
either the Focal company or to any other stake holders whatsoever. Your business name 
will not be mentioned in the finished master thesis nor to the Focal company. It will there-
fore not be possible to trace any of your answers back to you as a source. The reason to 
why we have chosen to do like this is to enable as honest answers as possible.  

This questionnaire is divided into four different sections; one general, one about Just-In-
Time, one about Vendor Managed Inventories and finally one about supplier relationships.  

If you have any questions you can contact Liselott at: +46-(0)70-6693132 or on e-mail: 
liselott_dahl@hotmail.com. 
 
Please, seed the following statement with 1=very important and 7=not of significance.  

What do you think is important in the relation between your cus-
tomers and yourself as a supplier?  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Don’t 
know

Mutually sharing information          

Access to the sales forecast          

Sharing of your own stock levels with the customers          

Access to campaign information          

Access to information about actual sales          

Ongoing dialogue          

Joint planning          

Mutual sharing of risks          

Mutual sharing of rewards          

Same goal and same focus on serving customers          

Long-term relationships between customer-supplier         

Long-term contracts          

Possibilities to contract renegotiation on a continuous basis          

 

Just-In-Time, JIT 
Description:  
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JIT is an activity based philosophy, aiming for the elimination of access activities/flows and 
reduction of the stock levels to zero or as close to zero as possible. This means that the 
goods are only passing through the warehouse for distribution/re-packing without any 
storing in between. Orders are still placed by the customer and the stock levels are visual 
for the supplier. JIT means more frequent but smaller deliveries.  
 
Please respond to the following questions:  
 

7. What would more frequent but smaller deliveries mean for you? Positive and nega-
tive:  

 
8. Would you be ready for an implementation today?  

 
9. If not, what would it take/what is lacking for enabling implementation?  

 
10. Do you have any JIT-relationships with other customers and/or suppliers today?  

 
11. Do you think that there are unnecessary steps in the order/delivery process today? 

If yes, which/what?   
 

12. Is the information that is provided in the Replenishment-system sufficient for a 
JIT-collaboration between you and Focal companyor is something missing? If so 
what?  

 

Please, seed the following statement with 1=fully agree and 7=fully disagree.  

In a Just-In-Time collaboration how do you state the 
following?  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Don’t 
know

It is important to see the customers actual stock levels 
to be able to plan our own production.  

        

It has no effect on our business if we deliver more fre-
quently but smaller deliveries.  

        

Our business wouldn’t be affected if excess processes 
would be taken away in the order/delivery flow.  

        

The relation would get improved by a JIT-collaboration 
when information is shared on an ongoing basis 

        

We would be negatively affected economically by a JIT-
collaboration.  

        

We wouldn’t be affected economically at all in a JIT-
collaboration.  

        

If Focal companywould ask us if we would be interested 
in a JIT-collaboration we would feel forced to join.  

        

In order to implement a JIT-collaboration we would 
need more information/education.  
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VMI, Vendor Managed Inventory  
Description:  

VMI, Vendor Managed Inventories is a strategy where the supplier is responsible for the 
control of the customer’s warehouse.  The supplier gets access to the customer’s actual 
stock levels, incoming order information and planned campaigns. The supplier has the re-
sponsibility to keep the stock levels between the agreed target levels (specified minimal and 
maximal levels). The goal with VMI is to reduce uncertainties when doing purchasing fore-
casts and supplier deliveries.  

Please respond to the following questions:  

6. Would you like the responsibility of maintaining the stock levels for your products?  
 

7. Do you think that you have access to enough information through the Replenish-
ment-system to enabling VMI? If not, what is missing?  

 
8. Is it sufficient that the information with actual stock levels in the Replenishment-

system is updated once a day? If not, how often do you think it should be updated?  
 

9. From your business cultures point of view, how would you prefer to deliver:  
(1) Seldom but with a large volume,  
(2) frequent but small volumes or   
(3) Variously according to your own production/stock levels and actual customer 
orders at the moment?  
 

10. Would the replenishment volume be changed if you where to be paid once the 
goods leave the Focal company warehouse to be delivered to a customer? If yes, in 
what way? 

 
Please, seed the following statement with 1=fully agree and 7=fully disagree.  

State the positive/negative effects of VMI that you 
think you would be affected by.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Don’t 
know

It is important for us to decide on our own time for de-
livery during low season.   

        

It is important for us to decide on our own time for de-
livery during high season.  

        

It is important for us to decide on our own what order 
amount to deliver (within agreed limits) during low sea-
son.  

        

It is important for us to decide on our own what order 
amount to deliver (within agreed limits) during high sea-
son.  

        

It is reasonable that a penalty fee is charged if the agreed 
stock limits aren’t maintained. 
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Supplier relationship  
Description:  

Studies show that implementation of JIT and/or VMI puts the relationship between sup-
plier and customer in focus. To succeed with a possible implementation it is important to 
have a good collaboration between the partners. Studies show that what the customer be-
lieves is a good collaboration is not always the view of the supplier. Therefore it is impor-
tant that both partners are open-minded for each others opinions.  

Please respond to the following questions: 
7. Something that has shown to be of great significance in a supplier relationship is 

how the power structure is divided between the partners. What does the power 
structure look like in the relationship between you and Focal company Accessories? 
Is Focal companymore buyer dominant or are you more seller dominant, or are you 
equal?  

 
8. Are you satisfied with the power balance or would you like to change it? If so in 

what direction?  
 

9. Do you feel that Focal companyis dependent on you as a supplier?  
 

10. Do you feel that you are dependant on keeping the Focal company as a customer?  
 

11. What would you like to change in the relationship with Focal companytoday?  
 

12. Does the current order process cause any problems today? Concerning not accurate 
enough forecasts, insufficient information regarding stock levels, other?   

 
Please, seed the following statement with 1=fully agree and 7=fully disagree 

How well does the following statements correspond 
with your opinion?  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Don’t 
know

That Focal company has one contact person to contact 
in all matters is important for the relationship.  

        

That we have one contact person to contact in all mat-
ters is important for the relationship.  

        

That anyone with a possible occurred matter can con-
tact anyone at the other company and get help to find a 
solution is more important than having only one con-
tact person in each company. 

        

The fact that we can influence the order size ordered by 
Focal company will influence the planning of our own 
business activities. 

        

The fact that we can influence the way the goods are be-
ing delivered doesn’t play a crucial part of the planning 
of our business.  
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We would be able to coordinate the transports of our 
deliveries in a more efficient way than today if we would 
have complete freedom to deal with the order process 
and the planning of transportation on our own.  

        

There is collaboration going on between Focal compan-
yand ourselves regarding developing of new products 
and improvement suggestions today.  

        

 

Finally, what is your position in the company?  

 

Thank you for your participation and cooperation in completing this questionnaire. Your 
time and effort are sincerely appreciated! 

You can either send the filled in questionnaire by e-mail to: liselott_dahl@hotmail.com or 
by mail to address: 

Liselott Dahl 

Norra Bogesundsgatan 2 

554 73 Jönköping 

Sweden 

 

Best Regards, 

Liselott Dahl and Mette Eisensö 
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APPENDIX 6 Questionnaire to Focal company 
Vänligen ranka nedanstående påståenden med 1=mycket viktigt och 7=saknar betydelse 

Vad tycker ni är viktigt i relationen mellan era leverantörer och er 
själva i egenskap av kund? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vet 
inte

Ömsesidigt informationsutbyte         

Att leverantören har tillgång till er försäljningsprognos         

Förmedling av egna lagernivåer         

Att leverantören har tillgång till er kampanjinformation         

Att leverantören har tillgång till er faktiska försäljning          

Kontinuerlig dialog         

Gemensam planering         

Ömsesidig riskfördelning         

Ömsesidig förtjänstfördelning         

Gemensamma mål med slutkunden i fokus         

Långvariga kundrelationer         

Långvariga kontrakt         

Möjlighet att omkontraktera kontinuerligt         

Att leverantören håller låga priser i jämförelse med likvärdiga pro-
dukter på marknaden 

        

Att leverantören håller hög kvalitet i jämförelse med likvärdiga 
produkter på marknaden 

        

Att leverantören visar att dom redan har vidareutvecklat sin pro-
dukt kvalitetsmässigt för att nå upp till Focal company standard 

        

Att leverantören visar att den är öppen för vidareutveckling av 
produkternas kvalitet  

        

Att leverantören visar att den är öppen för vidareutveckling av 
samarbetet 

        

Att leverantören och ni tillsammans utvecklar nya produkter         

 

1. Vad är viktigast, hög kvalitet eller lågt inköpspris? 
 

2. Går det att kombinera hög kvalitet med lågt inköpspris i jämförelse med generella 
marknadspriser? 
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3. När ni tittar på pris är det då dagens styckpris som är viktigt eller tar man även hän-
syn till förpackningskostnader, transportkostnader, lagerkostnader, potentiella pris-
ökningar? Förklara samtliga 

 
4. Visar ni era försäljningsprognoser för leverantörerna och i så fall för hur lång tid 

framåt? Är detta nog för era leverantörer? 
 

5. Visar ni era planerade kampanjer och planerade försäljningsvolymer för leverantö-
rerna? Hur lång tid i förväg? 

 
6. Har ni kampanjer på era produkter för att minska lagervolymer? 

 
7. Har ni kampanjer på era produkter för att sälja mer/få ökad omsättning? 

 
 
Just-In-Time, JIT 
Beskrivning: 

JIT är en aktivitetsbaserad filosofi, som bygger på att man ska eliminera överflödiga aktivi-
teter/flöden och reducera lagernivåer till noll eller näst intill obefintliga. D.v.s. varorna 
stannar till på lagret endast för vidaredistribution/ompackning utan mellanlagring. Order-
läggningen görs av köparen, lagernivåer är synliga för leverantören. 

JIT innebär mer frekventa men mindre leveranser. 

Vänligen besvara följande frågor: 

13. Vad skulle frekventa men mindre leveranser innebära för er? Positiva och negativa 
 

14. Anser ni er redo att ta det steget idag? 
 

15. Om inte, vad skulle krävas för att möjliggöra detta? 
 

16. Upplever ni att det finns steg i order/leveranskedjan som är överflödiga idag? Om 
ja, vilka/vad? 

 
17. Skulle informationen som fås via Replenishmentsystemet vara tillräcklig för att 

kunna möjliggöra ett JIT-samarbete mellan er och leverantörerna eller saknas nå-
got? I sådana fall vad? 

 
18. Studier visar att JIT misslyckas om inte kunden lyckas visa leverantörerna vad dom 

vinner på ett sådant samarbete, tror ni att era leverantörer förstår vad dom ev. kan 
vinna på ett sådant samarbete och är förberedda redan nu? 

 
19. Då lagernivåerna minskar drastiskt via JIT ligger den ekonomiska förtjänsten i att 

kapital inte är bundet, istället flyttas lagerkostnaden bakåt till leverantören, är ni vil-
liga att dela med er av vinsten? Betala ett högre styckpris i utbyte? 

 
20. Vet ni vad lagerkostnaderna ligger på idag? 

 
21. Ompackning ses i JIT som ett överflödigt steg, hur mycket av detta sker idag? Vad 

är kostnaden för det? 
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22. JIT innebär att lagret i stort sett reduceras till noll, för att göra detta måste man lita 
på att leverantören kan leverera när det behövs, gör ni detta? Har ni tidigare bra el-
ler dåliga erfarenheter av det här? 

 
Vänligen ranka nedanstående påståenden med 1= stämmer mycket väl och 7=stämmer inte 
alls. 

Vid ett Just-In-Time samarbete, hur skulle ni värdera föl-
jande påståenden?  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vet 
inte 

Det är viktigt för leverantören att se aktuella lagernivåer 
hos kunden för att kunna planera deras produktion. 

        

Det har ingen påverkan på leverantörernas verksamhet 
om de levererar oftare men mindre leveranser 

        

Det har ingen påverkan på vår verksamhet om vi får ofta-
re men mindre leveranser. 

        

Vår verksamhet skulle inte bli påverkad om man tar bort 
överflödiga processer i order/leveransflödet. 

        

Relationen skulle förbättras av ett JIT-samarbete då in-
formation förmedlas kontinuerligt mellan bägge parter. 

        

Vi skulle påverkas negativt ekonomiskt sett av ett JIT-
samarbete. 

        

Vi skulle inte påverkas alls ekonomiskt sett av ett JIT-
samarbete. 

        

Om Focal company skulle fråga om leverantörerna skulle 
vara intresserade av ett JIT samarbete skulle de känna sig 
tvingade att gå med. 

        

För att kunna genomföra ett JIT-samarbete skulle vi be-
höva mer utbildning/information. 

        

 

VMI, Vendor Managed Inventory (leverantörsstyrt lager) 
Beskrivning: 

VMI eller leverantörsstyrda lager är en strategi där leverantören har ansvaret för att styra 
kundens lager. Leverantören får tillgång till kundens aktuella lagernivåer, inkommande or-
derinformation och planerade kampanjer. Leverantören har ansvaret för att hålla lagret ut-
ifrån uppsatta mål (d.v.s. vissa minimi- och maximigränser). Målet med VMI är att ta bort 
osäkerheter vid upprättandet av inköpsprognoser samt osäkerheter gällande leverantörsle-
veranser.  
 
Vänligen besvara följande frågor: 

11. Är ni intresserade av VMI för era produkter?   
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12. Tycker ni att leverantörerna idag har tillgång till den information som krävs för 
VMI via Replenishmentsystemet? Om inte, vad saknas? 

 
13. Räcker det med att Replenishment-systemet uppdateras med aktuella lagernivåer en 

gång per dag? Om inte, hur ofta skulle det behöva uppdateras? 
 

14. Sett utifrån er företagskultur skulle ni föredra att påfyllning sker:  
(1) sällan men med en stor/större mängd,  
(2) ofta men med mindre mängd eller  
(3) utifrån aktuella kundordrar/behov just för tillfället? 
 

15. Tror ni påfyllningsmängden skulle ändras om leverantören först fick betalt när va-
ran lämnar Focal company’ss lager för leverans till kund? Om ja, på vilket sätt? 

 
Vänligen ranka nedanstående påståenden med 1= stämmer mycket väl och 7=stämmer inte 
alls. 
Värdera de positiva/negativa effekter av VMI som ni tror 
att ni kommer att påverkas av. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vet 
inte 

Det är viktigt för leverantören att de själva kan bestämma 
tid för leverans under lågsäsong. 

        

Det är viktigt för leverantören att de själva kan bestämma 
tid för leverans under högsäsong. 

        

Det är viktigt för leverantören att de själva kan bestämma 
mängd (inom avtalade gränser) för leverans under lågsä-
song? 

        

Det är viktigt för leverantören att de själva kan bestämma 
mängd (inom avtalade gränser) för leverans under högsä-
song? 

        

Det är rimligt att en straffavgift tas ut ifall avtalade lager-
nivåer inte upprätthålls. 

        

 

Leverantörsrelationer 
Beskrivning: 

Studier visar att implementering av JIT och/eller VMI innebär att relationen mellan köpare 
och säljare sätts i fokus. För att lyckas med en eventuell implementering är det viktigt med 
ett gott samarbete mellan parterna. Studier visar att det kunden tycker är ett gott samarbete 
inte alltid är samma åsikt som leverantörens. Därför är det viktigt att bägge parter är lyhör-
da för varandras åsikter/synpunkter. 
 
Vänligen besvara följande frågor: 

13. Något som har visat sig ha stor betydelse i en leverantörsrelation är hur maktför-
delningen är uppdelad mellan parterna.  Hur ser maktfördelningen ut i relationen 
mellan Focal company tillbehörsavdelning och leverantörerna som ingår i Reple-
nishment-systemet? Är Focal company köpstark eller är leverantören säljstark eller 
är man lika? 
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1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

 

14. Är ni nöjda eller skulle ni vilja ändra maktfördelningen? Åt vilket håll? 
 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

 

15. Känner ni att ni är beroende av att ha någon av leverantörerna som leverantör? 
 

1  

2  
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3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

 

16. Tror ni att någon av leverantörerna känner sig beroende av att ha Focal company 
som kund? 
1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

 

17. Vad skulle ni vilja ändra i relationen med leverantörerna idag? 
 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  
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6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

 

18. Producerar leverantörerna när ordern kommer eller har man på lager och skickar 
när ordern kommer? 
1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

 

19. Tror ni den nuvarande orderläggningsprocessen skapar problem idag? Beträffande 
otillräckliga prognoser, otillräcklig information gällande lagerstatus annat? 

 

Vänligen ranka nedanstående påståenden med 1= stämmer mycket väl och 7=stämmer inte 
alls 

Hur väl stämmer följande påståenden in med er uppfatt-
ning? 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vet 
inte 

Att Focal company har en kontaktperson hos leverantö-
ren för samtliga ärenden är viktigt för relationen. 

        

Att leverantören har en kontaktperson hos Focal compa-
ny att kontakta i alla lägen är viktigt för relationen. 
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Att vem som helst med eventuellt uppstått problem kan 
ta kontakt med vem som helst hos det andra företaget för 
att finna en lösning är viktigare än att bara ha en kontakt-
person i vardera företag. 

        

Att leverantören har inflytande på orderstorleken som 
beställs av Focal company spelar stor roll för planeringen 
av deras verksamhet. 

        

Att leverantören har inflytande på leveranssättet som va-
rorna levereras på spelar inte så stor roll för planering-
en/utförandet av deras verksamhet. 

        

Leverantörerna skulle kunna samordna transporterna av 
deras varor på ett effektivare sätt än vad som görs idag 
om de fick full frihet att sköta orderläggning samt plane-
ring av transport på egen hand. 

        

Det sker samarbete mellan Focal company tillbehörsav-
delning och leverantörerna beträffande nya produk-
ter/förbättringsförslag idag.  
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